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ASUNM Cans Election at
Advice of Administrators

Student Gains Pageant Title

By Steve Shoup

By Eleanor Pedro

A special election planned to fill
six Associated Students of the University of New Mexico Senate seats
has been canceled on the advice of
University administrators, ASUNM
President Dan Serrano said
Thursday.
ASUNM needed adminstration
approval to fund the election because it would have meant deficit
spending. ASUNM is currently in
the red for at least $57,000 and the
election would have cost an additional $3,000.
The special election was. set for
Sept. 30. A regular general election
is still scheduled for early
November.
Serrano said he has instructed the
elections commission to begin organizing for the November general
election. A temporary freeze will be
placed on senate Appropriation Bill
9, which designated $3,600 for air
fare to the American Student Association convention in New Orleans
in November. A decision by the Student Court would aiJow this money
to be used to pay for the November
·
election.
An additional $1 ,250 already
spent on convention registration
should be refunded in November,
Serrano said.
"I don't feel it's right to go to the
ASA convention when we've got
things to take care of at home,'' he
said.
The recommendation not to hold
the special election came after a

·meeting ofseveral University administrators Thursday to discuss the
ASUNM deficit.
Vice President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson said the origin of the deficit
and how to deal with it were discussed at the meeting. A "combination
of factors" caused the deficit, most
notably the Popular Entertainment
Committee, the Film Committe.e
and the Duplicating Center, Johnson
said.
· These were intended to be profitable ventures, he added, but "none
of them made a dime.''
Specific figures on the deficit are
not yet available, Johnson said, because the audit of ASUNM books is
still in progress.
The deficit will probably take two
years to eliminate, Johnson said.
Several suggestions to reduce the
deficit are to "tighten up" on
ASUNM student salaries, make sure
wages do not exceed the budget and
make sure ASUNM organizations
do not_overspend, he said,
Another way to reduce the deficit
would be to not allow PEC to self-.
promote concerts, Johnson said.
PEC should go back to cooperative
ventures with non-University promoters to avoid losing money.
"That operation is so susceptible
to politics it lends no stability to the
program," Johnson said.
An agreement between ASUNM
and the University to pay for the
deficit needs to be worked out, Johnson said.
''It behooves all of us to work
together to make sure this never happens again," Johnson said.

Staff Changes Opposed
By George E. Gorospe
Student protests concerning
staff changes at the University of
New Mexico's Valencia County
Branch in Belen are essentially
based on emotion and little substance. said the UNM associate
provost responsible for branch
colleges.
•'The protest has brought up
very few substantial issues,"
said Alex Ssnchez. ''Most of the
items brought up arc personal in
nature and are based on the emotional concerns of the students.''
Protests against the administration of branch director Omero
Suarez were launched by students and a faculty committee at a
meeting on that campus Tuesday
night. Both the students and the
faculty protested the administration's reorganization, which re•
suited in the elimination of two
stllff members' positions and the
firing of an advisement counselor.
"ihe elimination of the two
staff postions were management
and financial considerations.
Both staff members were offered
opportunities to apply for two
new postions that didn't pay as
much. but neither wanted to do
so,'' said Sanchez.
The reorganization, which
took place over the summer, eli·
minated the positions of assistant
director of technical,.vocational
education and the assistant direc·
tor of academics and stUdent services. They were replaced by the
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•
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Alex Sanchez
lower paying positions of assistant director of instruction and
assistant director of student set:vices.
Student dissatisfaction came to
a head last week when Suarez
fired br. Alicia Alacon from her
position as counsc1or.
"She (Alacon) would not
accept the work schedule given to
her by Suarez and refused to carry out the assignments that her ·
immediate supervisor gave her,
so she was fired.'' Sanchez said.
"It is management's responsibility to get the job doile.''
Although Sanchez said he
could understand why the stu•
dents would rally around a popU·.
Jar figure, but said things don't
always go the way people want
them to.
Sanchez has scheduled a meeting for tonight at the Valencia
campus to hear from faculty, stu•
d~nts and the community.

University of New Mexico student Deenise Becenti was
crowned Miss Indian New Mexico of 1983 at the New Mexico
State Fair Indian Village
Wednesday.
Becenti, a television production major in the department of
theater arts, was one of 10 contestants from eight tribes up for
the title.
"I'm on top of the world,"
said Becenti, a 20-year-old
Navajo from Tohatchi. "I will be
representing all the Indians of
New Mexico in my southwestern
travels, and also at the Miss Indian America Pageant scheduled
for next August. It's a once in a
lifetime. accomplishment.''
Becenti will receive a $1 ,000
scholarship from the New Mexico Council of American Indians,
sponsors of the pageant.
Becenti, a full-blooded Navajo, said she feels all Indian tribes
ought to work together toward
Native American goals.
Although she is Navajo, she said
she wants to represent all tribes
equally.
"It doesn't matter what tribe
you come from," said Becenti.
''All Native American people are
one."
A former intern for KOB-TV
and a summer employee of
KYVA radio in Gallup, Becenti

Scott Caraway

Deenise Becenti
said she feels there is a great need
for minorities in the media field,
especially American Indians.
"People don't understand that
Indians are changing,'' said Becenti. ''There are people who
still believe in stereotypes, which

is why I would like to get into
television production. I want to
help put a whole new outlook on
Indian stereotypes."
Becenti is replacing Virginia
Yazzie, a 26-year-old Navajo
from Lake Springs.

Pay Increase Failure Protested
By Gail F.ishel
A 150-signature petition protesting the failure of University of New
Mexico faculty and staff to receive a
pay bonus this year has been sent to ·
UNM President John Perovich.
The petition. written by Joyce
Taylor, College of Education department secretary. is intended to
clarify the faculty and staff's position in the state's employment
hierarchy, Taylor said.
She said UNM employees did not
receive a bonus in August when state
employees did, and the petition asks
how bonuses were given out when
UNM faculty and staff were led to
believe raises were impossible because of state budget deficits.
Taylor said she wants to know if

''we are state workers only when it is .
convenient to the state. This is not
fair. The cost of living has increased
and our salaries have not.''
"We want an answer, and we
want to be recognized,'' said
Taylor. The petition shows that
faculty and staff are .. willing to
strive to get answers to all of our
questions," she added.
The petition, news of which was
distributed by word of mouth, col·
lected 150 signatures in one day, and
Taylor said more people want to sign
it.
"Right now, we are just waiting
for a response. Maybe we will get
the bonus, or at least give support to
the people trying to push the 20 percent pay increase through," she
said.

A lot ofpeople have been gather~
ing information about the differ~
ences between state workers and
UNM employees, Taylor said. "My
job is to follow. up and make sure the
inforntation is correct.;'
The bonus payments were given
to 15,269 state employees and cost
about $3.2 million. State employees
who made less than $15,000 received $225 and those who made
more than $15,000 received $125.
The idea for a petition came from
''an emotional point of view, a feel~
ing that the faculty and staff needed
to be heard,'' said Taylor. She said
she is pleased with the large amount
of support the petition letter has rc~
ceived.

Reagan Accepts Watt Apology

WASHINGTON (UPl) - In- marks "the last straw" for the con- the letter's contents.''
In reply to questions, Speakes
terior Secretary James. Watt, facing troversial official who once termed
mounting demands for his resigna- himself the administration's "light· said, "I don't think he (Reagan)
tion, apologized .to President ning rod."
asked for his (Watt's) resignation.''
Reagan Thursday for his controverSen. Pete Domcnici, R-N.M., re- He declined comment on whether
sial description of advisory board called Watt's past statement that he the White House had asked for the
members and said, "I made a mis- would quit "when he became a Watt Jetter.
take."
liability" to Reagan, and called on
Asked whether Reagan has "full
In a letter to Reagan, Watt said he Watt to "reassess his value to the confidence" in Watt, Speakes said. ·
was "well-intentioned" when he prcsideht and the government.';
"Yes." He also said Reagan was
described members of the advisory
''I have made a mistake. Mr. aware of the congressional outcry.
panel on coal leasing policies President, and 1 ask the forgiveness
On Capitol. Hill, only one lawWednesday as "a black, a woman, of those on the commission as well maker rose in Watt's defense during
two Jews and cripple."
as you, u the interior secretary wrote a round of speeches and news con" But I now realize how easily iny Reagan.
ferences.
statement could be interpreted as
White House spokesman Larry
Sen. Ted Stevens, R·Aiaska, said
morally offensive," Watt said.
Speakes, who released Watt's letter, Watt was ''hoping to be light. I
Five Republican senators and t\Vo said Reagan accepted the apology. know he didn't mean anything by
GOP House members joined calls
"The president notes that Secret- it."
Thursday for Watt to leave the ary Watt called it a mistake. The
But Rep. Ed Bethune, R-Atk.,
Cabinet, with Sen. Warren Rud· president accepts," he said. "He whose father was crippled by polio
. _ , .......
.
i.l'............,.-.-..............-,................
,
....,-. . . . . . ._ . , . ........__ _. . , _........,.,.map~.ij·l~·Jf .... QsaJUM.t!t~..l!tte_su~- _.l!~c~p~s_bis a~jqgY, fliJ~ Mrt:e.s,\Y!t~...
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United Press International

Experts Narrow In On Flight Recorder
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BEIRUT, l-ebanon (UP!)American warships and French jets
pounded rebel positions in the
mountains o[ltside the capital Thursday in retaliation for artillery attacks
on their installations in Beirut.
The attack by four French Super
Etendard jets on artillery units in the
Syrian-held mountains marked the
first time members of the multinational peace-keeping forces used air
strikes against the Druze Moslem rebels trying to oust the government of
President Amin <remayel.
The Oruze, members of a religious sect that split away from the
mainstream of Islam 1,000 years
ago, are trying to consolidate their
hold on the Shouf Mountains southeast of the capital in an attempt to
win more power in the central government.
The French strikes came only
hours after two American destroyers

as a child, was bitter.
.. Saying Watt has "gone too far,"
Betnune declared: "It is plain the
secretary is insensitive to the diverse
and pluralistic nature of our society.
I urge the president now to call for
his resignation."
Rudman was joined by Sens.
Slade Gorton, R-Wash., Lowell
Weicker, R-Conn., Alfonse
D'Amato, R-N.Y., and Rudy Boschwitz, R-Minn., in saying Watt
should step down.
"It seems to me this is the last
straw,'' Rudman s;1id in brief Senate
remarks, calling on Watt to do the
"sensible thing" and "submit his
resignation,"
The firestorm started after Watt
told a group of lobbyists Wednesday: "We have every kind of mix
you can have. I have a black, I have a
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woman, two Jews and a cripple.
And we have talent.''
Hours later, he issued a statement
calling his remarks "unfortunate"
and saying he apologized to the
handicapped ·panel member, Penn
State Professor Richard Gordon,
Watt wrote Reagan Thursday;
"Those remarks were well intentioned and were not meant to insult
or cast a slur upon any groups or
individuals within our society. Inde.ed, tney were part of a speech in
which I was extolling the very high
qualifications of those citizens who
bad agreed to serve on the commission,~'

Toe controversy was only the
latest to beset the secretary, whose
policies favoring development on
federal lands and outspoken manner
have provoked the equally intense
ire of environmental groups.

companied by an adult. Mqrc Information Is a\'ailable
at 277·2616.

Today's Events
UNM Chen Club will meet at 1 p.m. today in NM
Union Room 231·A. Nore tnrormation is _available
242-6624,

Philosophy Club

will present a talk by Proressor

Archibald Woodr.urr en ' 1Reneclions on the
Teaching or Logic-" at 3:30 ·p.m. today lo the
Philosophy Library, Refrqhrncnts will be s~:rved
before tlle talk at 3 p.m. In tlle Philosophy Lounge.
More information Js avallableat"26S-3580,
Blllroom D1nte Cl_ub will meet at 7:31;) p.m. Coday
In Casa Del Sol. A min! lesson on CQuntry western
lwo step will be given by John Bumpkin. More in&
formation Js available at26B-2S07,
Guflar Pla)·ers will bold a gui1ar worksllop-at l
p.m. Fridays in the Alvarado Hall recreation room
for gullarists who -want to trade techniques and
music, More Information h- available at.277·3189,
Col•n K~y N•llonallionor Socle_t)' membership
deadline is 1oday. Membership retognltion is Oct. 18•
More ln(ormlulon is a\'ailable at H43·?342.
UNM Observatory will be open fridays rrom 8 to
iO p.m. Admission If rrce. Children must be DC•

shelled the Druze units with 5-inch
gtms and U.S. Navy F-14 fighterbombers roared over the area on reconnaissance missions,
Beirut radio said the French jets
hit targets in the Syrian-held village
of Dbour Shoueir, about 12 miles
east of the capitaL
The French attacked in reprisal
for Pruzc shelling Wednesday that
wounded six French soldiers in the
center of Beirut.
French officials warned two
weeks ago they would strike Pruze
positions after a. similar shelling
attack killed two French soldiers
Sept. 7.
The French, Italians, and British,
along with 1,200 U.S. Marines,
make up the 4,800-man international force trying to restore peace in
Lebanon.
Lebanese government troops earlier beat back a series of Druze

as Viewed by

Trend Report G rnflllrtfl.

UNM Folk Dancers will give intemqtional folk
dancing classes at 6!30 p.m. Sundays at 823 Buena
Vista G.E, More tnformiuion )$_available at 293-1490,

Hair 6 Skin

New Mexico's Council on Drug and Ah:oJJol Abuse
will hold a "Sunday Night Llveu gr~up meeting tit
6:30 p,m, Sundays at 77Jl Zuni S.E. Open to the
public.

news: lhe options ore many--no one
trend Is o "must.'' Colo11 are warm and rich:
brawns, grays, burgundles ...rlchjewel tonl!s... wlnter pastels. Fabrics are textured.
Lengths are var1ec:l. Splkey short hair Is softenecl.,untamed hair Is CCinfrollecl,,color
adds warmth... perms gently curt or lilt.

Des!

Monday's Events

N1rtodcs Anonymour will bold its 11 We Care' 1
group meding_at. 8_ p.m. FrJdays at Lovelace/Bataan
Hospllal, back dining room, ~tiOOGlbson.S.E, Open
to the public.

UNM Prc·Med Club wlll mea at 1 p.m. Monday In
the education building Room 103·. AU members are
asked to attend. More informatlonisavaitabie at277~
6S6S.

.Aioohotlcs Anonymous will hold an open meeting
for women at noon Fridays at the Women's Center.
More lnrormation is aYailable by calllng Nancy at
2SS-88l2.

€} rnflllflfl.

UNM Skyd!vlnx Club will mett at 7 p.m, Mondays
in NM Union Room 2SO..AB, Find CIU1 about this
exciting sport. Videos will be shown and refreshments
will be se1ffil. More information is available at 2669677.

This Weekend's Events
Saturd•Y A 11 For Kids ls holding registralon for the
UNM art education department's "Saturday Art For
Kids Pro&mm" now in progress. The ctns:~es include
ceramics to computer graphics and meet-on Saturdays
at 9:30 a.m. through Dec. 17. More info{matlon is
o.YaUableat277-3508'between 3 and4:JO p.m,

Narrol/t':!l Anonymous will hold a meeting for
addicts only at B p.m. Mondays at St. Thomas or
Canlebury1 425 UnlversltyN.E,
Sanetual)' Group will}Jold a closed AA meeting for
alcoholics only at 8 p.m. Mondays at the Newman
Center. More inrormatlon is availableal247·1094,

New Meilco Lacrosse- Oub w111 meet at 9 a.m.
Saturdpys- ·and Sundays at the.S,E. comer or Johnson
Field. Everyone is welcome.

"Getting to Know
You· Special"

UI'IIM C1reer Plannlna & Placement will have a
reptesentatlve f1on'l the U.S. Stale. Department from
10 a.m. to noon Monday in Mesa Vis1a Hall .Room
2131 to provide inrormatlon for career opportunities
in Foreign Servke ~areers, More lnfomtatlon Is
aVailable at'277~2S3t •

Maraaathi Chriulan ·eenter will hold .servl~cs in
the Alumni Cllapel at 10 a.m. every Sunday morning.
More Information ts avilllable at 247-9999.

assaults on Souk el Gharb, a village
in the Shouf Mountains eight miles
southeast of Beirut that has been
under sporadic attack the past three
weeks.
The Dn1ze and their Palestinian
allies launched the attacks Wednesday nigl]t, but the am1y said it killed
25 attackers in stopping the ussault.
The U,S. bombardment of Pruze
positions in the Sbouf Mountains
was carried out by the 6th Fleet destroyers USS John Rodgers and USS
Arthur W. Radford. The two vessels
fked 30 5-inch shells in response to
rebel shelling Wednesday night that
forced U.S. Ambassador Robert
Dillon and his as~istants to abandon
his residence, No American casualtics were reported in the attack.
At present, 14 American ships are
deployed off Lebanon. They arc to
be joined soortly by the World War
IT battleship New Jersey.

autumn

Th~

New Mexico Lesblu and Gay Pollllcal Alllance is
hosting -a City Council candidates forum at 8 p.m.
today iq UNM Law S~hoot Room 2402-, A potluck
dinner will be at 6. p.m. in the law schOOl ~ourtyard
and an informational meeting eoni:C'rnlng - the:
NML/OPA will be h~;ld at 7 p.m, More infQimation
is available at 277·6739,

on Cauo v. h!ie hi5: f%~: :e:r.. r:t:::;;.d
an~h•Jred at A~J-J!~::-

Hair Style 51 0.00
Jnoudes WOSI\ Cut ond sryle reg. 115.00
cot.Jpon good thnJ .Nov. 15, 1963
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D 90- $2 29 each
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2 for $5 99
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
E:quis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.

SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 30th
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School Seeking Volunteers for Hypertension Study
By Donna Jones

---Editorial---

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

..-------. r-----;;....-,

Lack of Tact No Surprise

I

"H~WKeP

A t-OOGY"

MR. 171\1-l-A~··

Secretary of the Interior James Watt has shown us once again that
when you are at the top nothing is sacred, or even worthy of common
respect.

High blood pressu(C in its various
forms affects about 60 million
Americans annually.
Looking for drugs that will help
the most people control this condition with the fewest side effects is
the purpose of a gro!.lp of University
of New Mexico School of Medicine
·
studies.
"Untreated hypertension (high
blood pressure) can lead to heart
attacks, strokes and sudden death.
People tend not to live through the

t:tW'f

WANNA

HEAR rr...

Watt, in an address Wednesday to trade association executives at
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, characterized his coal-leasing practices commission as consisting of "a black, a woman, two Jews and a
cripple.'' and threw in the additional comment, "We have talent."
Watt claims to be proud of his advisory group, yet he finds himself
in the position of having to apologize for his "jocular characterization" of its members. The man has a strange way of showing respect,
but this is not news to the American public. He showed the same
insensitivity in July, when he EJxtolled the beauty of the Colorado dam
system while human lives were being lost and means of livelihood
destroyed by flooding caused by mismanagement of that system.
Responding to a question about the tastefulness of his remark,
Watt said, "If you can't joke about things, you shouldn't be in
Washington." The criteria for high office seems to have been reduced, in Watt's view, to one's ability to find levity in the subjugation
of your constituents' pride.

first episode of such attacks," said
Joyce VanDellen, study coordinator
and nurse practitioner.
The National Institute of Health
reports that heart disease, strokes
and arteriosclerosis (hardening of
the arteries) caused 50 percent of the
nation's deaths last year, said New
Mexico 1-leart Association spokewoman Gene Zeedyk.
Van Dellen said the school is
seeking about 165 volunteers aged
21 to 70 with mild to moderate
hypertension to particpate in studies
of eight different drugs.

By Steve Shoup

MOOSrE.
IWrETD
NUT TV
GET IN

Imagine an asteroid collision with
Mars so titanic that fragments of the
planet may have been hurled into
space, some to eventually find their

BLOCK

\

way to an icy plain on Earth.
Imagine the excitement of scientists who have the opportunity to
study extraterrestrial rocks without
having to spend billions of dollars on
a space flight to Mars,

---Opinion--- ----Letters---Washington- Victor Lindquist must often feel like the tax collector. With every year, he seems to bring more bad news.
Northwestern University's career placement expert recently
;mnounced that the job market for new college graduates was "the
worst I've seen in 25 years."

Between The Lines Wrth
Maxwell Glen & Cody Shearer.
"It's going to take longer for young people to get what they want
professionally than they ever imagined," he said.
Lindquist's analysis- there are too few jobs for too many jobseekers- may not surprise the average college graduate. The bachelordegree glut and middle-management crunch are well-documented
curses for the aging baby-boom generation.
Yet it raises a question that most young adults would rather not
face: "If the competition is going to be like this throughout my career,
what will I have to do to get ahead?"
The answer can't always be more school. J.D.'s, M.B.A.'s and the
like are suffering the effects of their own popularity; Ph. D.'s have
about as much value as the Argentine peso, unless tney're in computerscienceorgenetic engineering. What's more, additional schooling
is neither for everyone nor an affordable option for many graduates
whose immediate need is to make money.
Increasingly, the career route is determined by one's tolerance for
compromise. Not only must many graduates settle forvirtual apprenticeships after college, but also deal with the pressure to please
bosses or undercut peers. Lindquist says he fears that there might be
a "greater willingness" among some recent graduates to subordinate
their principles in the name of employment.
If that's the case, to whom will they turn for moral leadership?

Editor:
As a University of New Mexico
staff member for three years, I
am especially pleased to hear
Dean McRae voice concern not
only about faculty pay, but the
staff salaries as well (9/16/83 Daily Lobo).
Anyone who has anything to
do with an office or business
knows the difference between
the kind of service one gets when
the staff are motivated, experienced and thorough- versus
when they are frustrated, disheartened by the knowledge that
their work isn't valued for what
it's worth, and disorganized due
to extremely high turnover rates
or hiring freezes which don't

MY
POliCIES
HAVEN'T

HURT THE

POOR!
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UNM Staffer Calls for Equal At'tention
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I'VE HELP

·woMEt4'S
RIGHTS •••

allow for replacement of personnel who leave.
I propose and would welcome
ideas about a survey of UNM
staff turnover rates and the costs
in time and money incurred in
having to hire and train new personnel. How long do staff stay
with the University? Why do they
leave? Specifically, how do University salaries compare with
non-University salaries for comparable jobs? Would a system of
merit raises for good work raise
the low level of morale?
I attended the rally last week
and listened to the speakers with
interest. Every so often I would
be approached by a person with
a clipboard who asked, "Are you
faculty?" "No," I would answer,
"I'm staff." "Oh," the clipboard-

bearing individual would say,
then move off. The needs of staff
at UNM must not be overlooked!
Faculty and administration need
to keep in touch with their staff
associates, and vice versa.
(As an aside, let me say that
when Governor Anaya spoke to
the rally group, he vowed that
funding for quality education
would be his No.1 goal next
year. That night on the news, I
heard Anaya announce to
croWds gathered for the state fair
opening that his No. 1 goal next
year would be to make the New
Mexico State Fair the best state
fair in the country.)

I'VE BEEN
GOOD FOR
MIHORmESJ•

Christine Morris
UNM Medical Center

l

,
·Aie-andria l<fng

Prof. Klaus Keil, director of the Institute of Meteoritics, holds
meteorite samples which are pristine examples of the early
solar system,

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
works.
So do its graduates.
Four months of intensive training can
add market value to your college degree.
A sampling of jobs our graduates hold~
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCHER. MUNfC!PAL BOND PARALEGAL,
REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR,
ESTATES & TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT, ENERGY SPECIALIST,
ANTITRUST SJ'EC!ALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST
.
• Through our t:mpotate contads~ our national search team
and our computcnzed placement s~rvice, we have placed over
5,000 of our graduates 111 law firms, banks and corporations
nationwide.
• You can specialize in o.n~ of ~even areas of th~ Ia~.
_
• All courses indude trammg m computer apphcatlons !o legal

practice.

News Editor .•. , .... ,,.,. Dennis Pohlman
Photography EditOr .• , , , •• AIO;..:andtla King
AssOc. Photography Edltor •• ScOtt Caraway
Cop'( Edit()r ••• , • , •• , •••••• PatriCia Gabbett
Sports Editor ...... , ..... ~~, •• Jim Wiesen
Arts Editor.,. •• , , , • , •••• , .... Johanna· King

Entertainment Repol1er .•. ,,,,, lydia Pi'per
Sports Reporter .......... ,., .. EriC Maddy
~eporter·. , ••••••.•••••• , • GBOrgri Gorospe
Reporter-••••••••• , • , , , , •• , , .• Steve Shoup
Oata EntrY··~·· ••.•..• ,., Camllfe Cordova
Produc,lon Manager , •.••• , , , Scott Wilson
technical Ad'lo'lser,,,, .•• ,Ctnig Chtl~slnger
Bt.isinesa· Manag-er , • , ••• , •••• MICh'aBI Ford
Advertising Manager ......... JamDs Fisher

Member, New Mexico Press Association

.

.

,

• If we cannot sec'!re a j~b for you in the city of your chmce, we
pro,vide ~ su~sfant1al IU1~10n refund.
• Fmanc•al a1d and housmg are available.

See our resource book oh law-related careers at your
placement office.
·
·
•

and wilt edit fetters for length and Ubefous Ctmtent.

Editor· •• , •. , •••• , •.• , ••.••.• _, Stacy Gree·n
Managing Edlto; ••. , •••• , .. , , .Wren· Propp
Assoc. Managing Edlt'or., ••.••.• DaVId Gal

Some studies will involve
placebos and active drugs, while
others compare active drugs. The
volunteer may choose either kind of
study.
The participant's blood pressure
will be closely monitored. Should it
rise beyond a certain level, the
volunteer will be taken off the study
and (Cturned to other medication.
The participant may quit at any time,
she said.
Contact Van Dellcn at 277-4411
for more information.

Rocky Extraterrestrials Excite Meteoritic Scientists

What the secretary does for comic relief from the tensions of life in
the Capitol city is his own business and should be done in the privacy
of his favorite watering hole. The halls of those chosen to protect the
interests of the American people should not be a battleground in the
·
struggle for human dignity.

Jobs Few for Grads

The bottom number of the volunteer's blood pressure reading should
be between 95 and 114, she said.
Volunteers should have no underlying heart, liver or kidney disease
or be insulin dependent. Women
who can become pregnant should
not participate, she added.
While the study may or may not
directly affect the volunteer's high
blood pressure, the participant will
recieve free medical attention for the
course of the studies. Van Dcllen
said. The studies vary in length from
three to 12 months.

To learn more, call collect:
(Z1S) 567•<1811. Or, return
the coupon.

THE INSJTTUTE
FOR PAAALEGA.L
TMINING
Philadelphia

Houston

r--------------- 1

Mall this coupon to:.
·
1 The
Institute for Paralegal Training,
·
1 1926.Atch Stree~.Phllaaelphla, PA.H!I03
1 Please send a free, copy o!'your·cataloguo.
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It's not imagination. Meteorites
believed to have been blasted from
the surface of Mars and the moon
have been found in Antarctica and
are being studied at the University of
New Mexico Institute of Meteoritics.
Klaus Keil. professor of geology
and director of the institute, said the
meteorite finds are "extremely exciting." The institute was selected
by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to coordinate
the meteorite research of a number
of scientific institutions around the
country and to report to a meteoritics
·convention in 1-louston next year.
Most meteorites found on Earth
are fragments of asteroids. A golf-

ball-sized meteorite was found in
late 1981 in Antarctica which was
"clearly very different" from
others, Keil said. Studies showed
this stone was very similar to ones
brought back in the early 1970s by
Apollo 16 astronauts.
The find of a meteorite of lunar
origin may give scientists a better
idea of what the unexplored portion
of the moon Is like, Keil said. The
meteorite may have originated on
the lunar farsidc, an area never explored by manned or unmanned
spacecraft.
Seven other meteorites have been
found that scientists suspect may
have originated on Mars, Keil said.

Budget Rises
For Hospital
By Donna Jones
For the first month of its fiscal
year, the University of New
Mexico Hospital received
$190,000 over its required
budget, the hospital's director of
business and finance reported,
Director James Walker said at
the hospital's board of trustees
meeting Wednesday the number
of patient days (one p&tient
staying at the hospital for one
day) was up 4 percent for July
and August, which accounted for
the increase in revenue.
He said the increase is part of a
15-month trend which perhaps
could be attributed to ''a combination of excellent patient care,
1111 upgraded environment and an
Improved professional manner."
Walker said patient~ who had
viewed UNMl-1 negatively eight
or 10 years ago were very surprised at the hospital':; improved
conditions.
He also said spcci1Jcations begun in February have been completed for a new "stale of the art"
computer system that will link all
of UNMH.
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State's Signs of Involvement in Civil War Revealed
under Confederate Gen. H.H. Sibley, who before the war had been
stationed ut Fort Union in New
Mexico.
Fort Craig. south of Socorro, was
where Union forces hoped to stop
the advance. They were ready for an
attack. but it never came. The Conlcderatcs marched right past the fort.

One may notice while walking
around Old Town the stars and burs
of the Confederacy and the two replicas or Confederate cannons that
silently guard the plaza. These arc
reminder; that New Mcxlco was in·
deed involved in the Civil War.
It wns 122 years ago the Confcdcrat·cs decided New Mcxil:o
would be un e<"Y take - .. the rebels
,·ould e<mlrnl 11 large tcrritnry und
'ap1ur~ much-nccdcu supplies, then
usc the state as a base of operations
to take the rich llllllCnii WCiilth of
Cuh>I'ado.
New Mexicans at the time weren't
rc·allv interested II\ 1hc war; life 1~as
tou)!it.lndian ruitb were much Jtlorc
dungerou..; and Nev.· rvh:xico v•a~just
l<H> l<~r Irom the action to play much
of a roll'
( 'onh~Lkrah.'· ll.Jrce"' had c-nrly 011
d;u nwd eontrol lli' sou them New
~kxico by taking fort Flllinorc.
ncar Las Cruces, hut the rebel; had
no further expansion plans for New
Mexico at that time. Seizure of the
Mesilla Valley was rcttlly not related
to the major campaign to follow.
By December 1861, that campaign was launched from El Paso

Detour
By Rod Martinez
Union Col. Edward Canby had to
mow out of the l<nt and across the
river to engage the enemy. This became known as the battle of V<11vcrdc, which took place Feb. 21,
I H6~. The Union army had to retreat
back to its fort and was no longer a
thrcnt to the Confcdcrnte advance.
The invaders swept up the Rio
Grande Valley. while Union forces
were withdrawn from Albuquerque
and Santa .Fe. All government
offices were moved to Las Vegas.
Sibley easily took Albuquerque on
March 2 and Santa Fe on March 23.
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Rod Martinez

Replica of a Confederate Civil War cannon stands guard on
the Old Town Plaza.
War- the Confederate flag flew gue the Confederate flag is included
over Santa Fe for only a couple of among those overlooking the plazas.
Two cannons were buried by the reweeks.
Today, little remains of the Con· treating Confederates behind the
federate detour into New Mexico. church in Albuquerque, and they are
At Glorieta there is a small memo- now in a museum. Replicas of them
rial, and in Santa Fe and Albuquer- now guard the plaza.

~

.

* By M. Bernard Whalen
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: Dissident Artist's Work Shown

We honor

Hmlt!!d delivery arC•"l

.IffillS ICS

~ Mexico was troubled by the Civil
~

Reg. $9.25

FREE nEuvERv

While the fighting was taking
place, Lt. Col. Manuel Chavez, a
native, guided a small group of sol·
dicrs across the mesa and destroyed
the supply camp of the Confederates.
Both sides suffered heavy casualties in the battle, but it seemed the
invaders were the victors. rt had
been a long battle, and when the
Confederates returned to their camp
and saw it had been destroyed, they
were demoralized.

....

4-- .............

It seemed inevitable that the Confederates would soon control the
whole territory. All t]Jey had to do
was take Fort Union.
In the meantime, converging Union forces were preparing for
&nother crack at the rebels, this tiriw
at Glorieta Pass, sorne 15 miles east
of Santa Fe. Reinforcements from
Colorado arrived to help stop the
Confederates, and Union commanders felt the decisive time was near.
The first skirmish was in Apache
Canyon on March 26, as each side
sought to test the other's strength.
Two days later, the only major
battle of the war in New Mexico was
fought at Pigeon's Ranch on the cast
side of the pass. This would be the
t11rning point of the war here in New
Mexico.

** T The invaders
retreated back to
'
** fought
exas, Wit' h b ' f sk' ' I bemg
at Albuquerque and Peralta.
* Four months is all the time New

one item pizza

Central & University S.E.
t>un·Th 11:30am·l2al!l
frl
& Sat 11:30am·lam

.,

For Alexandr Kalugin, New Mexico is a dissident artist's dream of
freedom - a dream defiantly clung
to as the dark nightmare of Soviet
oppression closes in.
Soviet authorities consider his
work seditious. They arrested Kalugin a year ago and imprisoned him at
the infamous White Columns
Psychiatric Hospital near Moscow.
A rare showing of Kalugin 's artistic visions of freedom and oppression can be seen at the University of
New Mexico's Art Student Association Gallery. The exhibition, titled
"Dreaming- Dreams of New
Mexico and Russia," opened Sept.
I 9 and. will run through Oct. 14.
Byron Lindsey, assistant professor of modern and Classical languages and curator of the exhibit,
said this showing is unusual for
many reasons.
"It is difficult to get unofficial or
nonconformist art out of the Soviet
Union. The few exhibitions that do
come along are spotty or consist of
group collections or old works,"
said Lindsey.
''All of the pieces at this exhibi·
tion arc new and contemporary.
Almost all were created in the last
three years. A complete collection
of one artist's work, an artist who is
one of the best-known of those diS5i-

--~-I_B_e_tw_e_en 1-25

I'

(

Le11i11 at the Bal/oo11 Festivtl! by Alexandr Ka/ugin.

dent and politically active, is Uri- place where, in his most hopeful
usual." he said.
moments, Kalugin dreams of com, 'This exhibition would be rare in ing to live,'' said Lindsey.
a major city. In fact, recent shows in
Kalugin sometimes uses images
Washington, D.C., received quite a of New Mexico as symbols of parabit of attention," Lindsey said. disc.
"And in New Mexico, this show is a
''You sec that in some of his New
very
unusual
event."
Mexico
works that arc extremely
mFRIDAY 9·16
THURSDAY 9·22
The last time Kalugin's work lyrical," said Lindsey.
ffi6:45 KOL NIDRE SERVICE
10:00 A.M. Sul~l~ot Morning Service appeared in New Mexico was 11
''For eXaitlplc, in a piece called
6:45P.M. Evening Service
years
ago.
'At
the .Balloon Festival,' Kalugin
SATURDAY 9·17
"That exhibition gave him con~ presents New. Mexico im~ges of
10:00AM. Yom Kippur Morning Setvice
siderablc moral support at the dynamism and beauty with an ironic
FRIDAY 9·23
time," said Lindsey. "and for that comment, a reminder of Soviet
12:30 P.M. Yzl<~or Memorial Service 10:00 A.M. Morning Service
reason, he is. particularly fond of oppression -Lenin turning his
6:00 P.M. Mincho Service
New Mexico."
back on the festival -and even a
6:45P.M. Evening Service
6: 30 P.M. Neil a Services Followed
Images of New Mexico often cannon threatening it,'' he said.
appear in .Kalugin 's work, always as
Allusions to the Russian avant13real'l-the-Fast
SATURDAY 9·24
gardc, icon painting and surrealism
symbols of freedom.
10:00 A.M. Shabbot Morning
Lindsey, a friend of Kalugin 's for abound in Kalugln's artwork. The
WEDNESDAY 9-2f
15 years, said the Soviet dissident Soviet leadership recognizes none of
Service
6:45 Sul~l~ot Service
knows New Mexico through the these styles and all are considered a
works of Nikolai Fechin, the late threat to the revolution.
EVERYONE WELCOME
Russian emigre' painter who lived in
The only acceptable art style in
Chabad Hoose
Taos, and from pictures and descrip- the Soviet Union is socialist realism,
•
. E
N
·
lions brought to him by friends.
m' d
b'
th
· t
1801 Sigma Chi N.. Albuquerque, .M.
.
. "To.some.extent .N. cw Mex'Ico 'Is· a amakem an-num
mg sty 1c at tnes o
unbearable
present
tolerPhone 296•6 060
~rcame,d-~f place that ~alugin en- able by portraying the workers' pa·
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Department Gets Grant

Program Allows Inmate Study

By Harrison Fletcher

By C,D. Bnmt

The University of New Mexico special education department's
Leadership Training Program is among the few nationwide this semester to receive a three-year federal grant.
The $84,000 Le;1dcrship Training Grant was awarded to those
departments considered outstanding in the field of special education,
said Deb Smith, department chairman.
"We are very honored to receive such a prestigious grant," said
Smith.
The Leadership Training Program teaches doctoral level courses in
diverse handicapped conditions where leadership may be required,
said Smith, "We hop!' the individuals we instruct will have major
impacts on the lives of the handicapped."
The Leadership Training Program is taught in conjuction with a
lecture series in which nationally recognized figures speak on topics of
current importance relating to special education.
The lecturers this semester are Dr. Jerry Chaffin from the University
of Kansas and Dr. Nicholas Long from American University in
Washington, D.C.

Pi skin &
Popcorn
Party1
Enjoy Lobo Footb;ll on
big scree11 at Buckets ... 2
for l domestic beer, well
drinks and wine; free
popcorn; and 50¢ ]Jot·
dogs during tl:le game.
Starts
at 5:30
pm.

YOU AIN'T

HAD ONE y·-EI.......?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce \A.oith the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247-9591
also at
53o6 Central. ·sw
l7110 Of...viBiwl. N£
1835 CUdt!lut•, ftfW

836-bt•2
299·U66
US..S561

5500 AtM...,, NE
01·7262
AiM In RJo· Raitc:ho

Flores has been teaching inmates
since the program's inception. "I
The term "non-traditional stu- had one student serving 160 years.
d.ent" takes on new meaning when He went through the whole progone is talking about University of ram, •• he said.
New Mexico instructor Ralph
"I guess part of it is that there is
Flores' English 102 class. Some of nothing else to do in prison, unless
his students are serving life sent· there are jobs available. The inmates
ences.
at Central have recently been
Flores is one of 10 instructors allowed to work, but there aren't
from UNM's Valencia County enough jobs to go around. The reBranch who teaches inmates at the creation program is nearly nonCentral New Mexico Correctional existent. I guess when you face 160
Facility, near Los Lunas. The years, you have to do something,"
education program, which began in said Flore.s.
1981, allows prison inmates to work
Flores agreed with Melzer on the
toward an associate degree while
transfer of students. "It's pretty
serving their terms.
Richard Melzer, assistant director chaotic right now," he said. "The
for instruction at the branch, coor- (corrections) department is transferdinates the courses with prison offi- ring women inmates to Central, and
same male inmates who registered
cials.
"We offer technical certificates for classes are being shipped out.
in business, construction and elec- Two men in my classes didn't want
tronic technology. Beyond that, the to be shipped. One was pretty
inmates can work toward an associ- upset."
Melzer said inmates enroll in the
ate degree in the same fields," Meleducation program fo.r three main
zer said.
All prison courses are funded by reasons. ''Often, it's just stimulathe Department of Corrections, in· tion, They don't want their minds to
eluding teaching salaries. UNM rot. Some of them are looking forpays only for the courses which are ward to the day they will get out of
taught at the UNM-Valcncia prison, and they want to better themBranch. "That funding," said Mel- selves. They want the rehabilitation.
zer, "shows the dcpa_rtmcnJ's com- The third reason is called 'good
time. r
mitment to education."
Should students choose to go
"Good time" is the term for the
beyond the associate degree, they
have only two options, said Melzer. amount of time subtracted from an
Inmates must first earn a transfer inmate's sentence for successfully
from the medium security at Central completing courses. The corrections
to the minimum security unit (the department has recently changed
policy concerning good time.
Los Lunas Honor Farm).
"That's one reason enrollment
They may then, with proper clearances, obtain a school release. This has dropped this semester," said
entitles inmates to attend classes on Flores. "Inmates used to get 30 days
the main UNM campus or at the off their sentences for successfully
branch, and to complete an under- completing one course. If they got
graduate degree. The released pris- an A. they .received an additional 30
oners are returned to the prison each days. Bs got 20 days, Cs got 10.
Now that's changed. Inmates get a
evening.
Students' second option is to be flat 30 days for passing."
paroled and continue on their own.
Flores, as well as the inmates, are
"We tend to talk about the ideal
not
happy with the change. "I've
situation of an inmate earning a cer·
had
students enter the program just
tificate or an associate degree,'· said
Melzer. "lt works out in reality to be to earn the good time," he said.
a very sad situation. These people "But something happened. They
have very unique problems. For ex- got stimulated, and they changed.
ample, a man might start a course Suddenly, they want the education
and then get transferred to a max- as much, if not more than, the good
imum unit for some problem he may time. It was one way to get them into
the class."
have caused.
"Or he might get transferred to
It is at those few, the ones who
the Las Cruces facility as the result want the education, that the program
of overcrowding, which is the cur- is aimed. Flores commented on one
rent situation. What happens is the such student, with a tone of confiinmate signs up for courses, not dence in his voice.
knowing that he's being put on a bus
to Las Cruces in a couple of weeks, •'
"There is one student here (at the
The bottom line, as Melzer sees branch) I met while he was doing
it, is that "very few actually cam a time at CentraL He is now on parole,
degree,"
working and taking classes, Most
Melzer said there arc about 35 in- people don't know he's an ex-con.
mates currently enrolled in the Maybe he's one who will make it."
program.
The success of the program is not
It is not always the parolees, known. Melzer said, "The program
however, who earn their degrees.
is too young yet to make percentage
1l

statements. But if it helps one or two
people to change their lifestyles,
then it is successful."
He pointed out that the program
sometimes runs into administrative
problems. "We don't want to be
overly·.critical of the administration.
We have gotten excellent coopera.
tion from the staff at Central. It is
~sually higher up in the administration where many changes originate.
I think a lot of times they just don't
realize the the impact on the educational programs of such things as
transfers and good time policy."
Flores spoke about what it is like
to teach behind bars. "At our
orientation, the prison staff told us
what the prisoners would be like.
We were warned about their ability
to con us. That was good advice they are really good at it, Jt all
sounded pretty omioouJ; at first, but I
haven't had any major problems. In
many cases, the inmates are more
courteous than regular students."

ly·ct•rk C<>rp.. 1983 .
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Flores' wife also teaches. at the
prison, which caused him concern at
first. "I was a little nervous, but
once school got past the first week,
things were fine. The inmates told
me they were warned in advance that
anything they did, any little discourtesy, would get them returned to
Santa Fe. Nobody wants to go back
there. Central is a country club compared to Santa Fe," Flores said.

.

,.,.,.

"

>~~;:

Inmates are not the only students
at the prison, UNM offers about 20
courses each semester, five of which
are open only to prison staff. "Prison employees are given the opportunity to work toward an associate
degree in corrections administration," said Melzer.
"The main reason UNM is out
there is because we are dedicated to
serving the community. That com·
munity happens to include prison in·
mates, and we have addressed
ourselves to that problem. That
community also includes the corrections staff, so we offer them courses
which will help them to do their jobs
bcucr. to the benefit of the state and
themselves."
Flores sees it a little differently.
"There are some people who will
get out of that prison and won't go
back, because they got started in this
program!'

"It's basically a project to support UNM and New Mexico State Unithe community, the national versity, said Duncan.
fraternity and the local chapter
The new townhomcs featured in
house," said Jane Duncan, presithe show, located in Rancho Cabaldent of the alumnae club,
Duncan said the money raised this lero, 1500 Montano Rd. N.W.,
year will be donated to two local were decorated by members of the
causes - the Museum of Natural American Society of Interior De·
History and the Shelter lor Victims signs and their associates.
of Domestic Violence - as well as
Tickets for "Interior Design '83''
the group's national philanthropies. arc being sold by members of the Pi
Any additional funds will be pre- Beta Phi house at ONM. Tickets arc
sented to the Pi Beta Phi chapters at $4 in advance and $5 at the door.

.

~~::.-.

Flores said the courses taught at
the correctional facility are no easier
than those on campus. "The courses
are exactly the same: same length,
same content, same grading leveL I
don't teach any differently to inmates than I do to regular students,
About the only difference are the
types of papers I get. I received a
very good paper from one inmate,
describing what it was like spending
three months on death row. It was a
pretty chilling piece of writing."

Show Features Interior Design
"Interior Design '83.'' a six·day
show featuring the interior decoration of new townhomes developed
by the Maxie Anderso!l family in the
North Valley of Albuquerque, is
being held. today through
Wednesda\1.
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276 tiny do~s tell you our New Freedpm®
Thin maxi.pads are notJ~st another t~~n.
They're a whole new kmd
of protection.
·JWe call it Funnel-Dot.
Prot~ction never.felt drier!
The Funnel-Dot Cover .
actually funnels moistct·re
away from you, down

·· the pad. The Inner
Core apsorbs and distributes fliiid evenly the:~:htire
Jength of the pad. Helps .....'.,
1~.-n1"PV1E>nt· leak::to-e, side
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Funnel-Dot Protection
·.
mean~:you never feltdrier
·-'·even with'a:'regular maXi>'

Bonus Coupon
We want to be a Zoo Parent!
Help us adopt a baby tiger frorn
the Rio Grande Zoo.
thi~ coupon on any .single donation per week for your
but10n towards adoptlhg one of the 2 baby tigers recently
born at the zoo.
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Arts

Arts

Balladeer/Guitarist To Perform

Incest Victims' Accounts

By Eddie Tafoya

All Flower

Expressed through Play
By Maureen Cummings

I(Know when you see him,
Nothing

~-Occasions ___

('((/1

free him,

Incest, the unmentionable crime,

will be publicly acknowledged in
Step aside, open wide -It's the
loner.''

"Sc;enr'sational Flowers

Canadi~n rocker/f'olksongster
Neil Young wrote these words as a
description of his friend and occasional co-worker, Stephen Stills,
Although intimately perceived
and written by one who is a sensitive
aesthete in his own right, the Jines
match the image Stills (and Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young) fans have
about the Southern-bred bluesman - he remains an enigma, with
some mysterious and perhaps tragic
abnormality lurking behind the
gravel voice and delicate strums of a
12-string acoustic guitar.
The mystery dimension is
deepened when the enigma's brigh·
ter colors show; when he steps on
stage, a Gibson Explorer (an oddly
shaped electric guitar) hanging ti'om
his neck. He'll play loud, and he'll
play fast rock 'n' roll, and sometimes you'd swear he can move his

Roses $7.99 dozen
Carnations $4.99 dozen
Mini Bouquets
$3.45 each
6" Fern Baskets
$7.99 each
Lomas at University
(Across from Galles Chevrolet)

Plants, Weddings, Balloons, Candy, Fruit Baskets,
''Scentusational flowers

1701 Lomas NE

continued on page 12

.
•...

Sentimental rocker Stephen Stills will be at the Paolo Soleri
Saturday. Stills is probably best remembered as a member
of the rock group Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young,

-----
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Abrier'lli {9800 Montgomery N.E.)- Full Circle
(during happy hour): SunriseE:~~preu.
HJtc VJIIIItY (8904 Me-MUI N.E.}- ·Lady Flash.
Boprt•s
(Monlgomery
Plaza)- Shukeu
(tJp.slaiu): Jo Choi( {downstairs),
Caravan Eau (7603 Central N.E.)- C.C.
Waterback (during happy hour); Whiskey River.
Chelstt Strut .Puti (618 ·CoronadO sr1opplng
CenlerN•.E.)- 24Xarnt.
Coopenge (7220 Lomas Blvd. N.E.) Linda
Cotton and Street Life,
Cowboys (3301 Juan Tabo N.E,)... Duke City
Allstars.
D1nbl's

(2900

Coors

N.W.}- Laney

McDonald.
Frtu1s North· (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- Babe
RUth.IC:sS.
Frjtr;s Pub (6825 Lomas. rtE.} ...._. Face to Fact.
IIURJry Bur (J:Z{jQ Wyo111in_g BJ\I'd
t>f~E.)
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Out.ddtl'l- Eastdale: ~o30 (Friday): 3:30, 9:30
{Saturday amd Sunday).
Polltrgtht - Wyondng: Friday and Saturdayilt
midnight.
Htttlm Q/IM J~dl- Louisiana: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:JO.
Cinema Eam 71 9:30 (weekdays}: l, 4, 7, 9:30
(Saturday and Sunday).
lUsky .Busltttn- Winroc:k: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30.
7:30, 9:JO.
StrJJ'Int Atllii'- M Ptaza: friday and saturday
at midnfgh(,
Suptrman -u- Emtda_le: 7:30 (Frfday): 1:30,
i:JO(Salurday and Sunday).
Sur~·A'Ori- Lobo~ 4:j0 (wcekdiiyi;l: 4~0, 9BO:
(Saturday and Sunday), Fnr-Northl J:l5j 7:IS.
n, Ditty Dottn ..-SUB Cinema: 31 7, 9:30
(Sunday).
Tool$/t ...... Far North; 1:101 S:Ib, 9:'10; Lobo: 1
(Weekdays): 2,1 (Saturday and Sunday).
Tmdlnt Pla~ts- Hiland,
VocaJlrm -Coronado: t, 3:10, S:IO, 7~40,9;4!5,

- Farenh~it.

Gn.ham ~ntnl Station (.1301 Juan 'rabo
N.E,)- Wind FaU (Free admission to UNM
students with I. D. oitPridays).
Pailmrilo Club (2900 Coors Blvd. N.E.) - Full
Circle (durliJg happ~ hour); Terry Bullard.
Senor _Buckets (410(1 San Mateo Lane
N.E.)- Scratch.
Tlte WIM Ctll1r (Fair Plaza ·shoppina Center,
lomu.and-SanPedro)- RortCultUllings'.
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&by tt•• Yo1.1 Don Pancho'.s~ 7:30, 9'.30 (week•
days); 1;30, 3;3(), S:301 7:30 1 9:30 (Saturday and
Sunday).
IJGwri O/ ·tht DtotJ'- M Plaza: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
IJtdth Sitilktt·- Far North: I:20, 3:20, 7:20,
9:20. _Lo!. Altos: 1:30 1 9:3_0 (wee_lcdays): 1:30,
3d0, 3!30, 7:30.9:30 (Snturday8ndSt.Jnday}.
Dllltl' -SUB Cinema: 1, 9:30(Frlday) 3,7. 9:30
(Saturday).
lt.&y MontY- Louisiana: f:JO, :h30; 5't30r
1:311,9:30,12.
EJd~ dltd tht t'i'UIJt,..sCOronado:· J, j:J3, 5:10.
7:35, 9:45.
FlniJI option ..... Cinema Easl: 7:1S, 9:45 (Week·
day$); 1:30, 4:t.s, 7:is, 9_:45 ·(saturday and
Sunday). louisiana: 1,3:15,.5:30, 7:45, to.
Ra.thdiUtct ,__ Wltn·Ock: I:U, 3:15, 5:1.5; 7!U,
~:2~.
M Plaza: Friday and Saturday Bt mid·
night. Wyomttlg! t :4S •. 3:45r 3!45 1 1:45, 9:45,
Gattio/lltlt- M Plil.z.li:: t:31i~" 3:30, 5:30.7:30;
9;30.
Gfttln1 It On-- Wlnrot:k 11: h40, 3:40, 5:401
7!40i- 9:40, Far North: 1:30, 3:301 5-:30, 7:30,

9:!0.
UalloWtm IM'yomrns: 12:45, 4:15, 7:45. M

Plata: I:30, 5:30, ?:30.

HMtoqm II.IWyoming: 2:30r 6 1 9:30. M Plaza~

Daddy's (j{rt, a tOilage theater piece about in·
cest, will be paesenlcd rn conjunction with S:lttJal
A~ault Awareness Wee\ Friday ln the KiMo
Theater. The show i! sponsOred by the State
SuuaJ Assaull Training PrO!fRfN'. More lnformatlori is avallabte at268-6l52.
&tJ, Book tuJd CtmiJTr, st.arrlng LaraineNewman o£ the 'teltVhion show SolurdtJ)i Night
Live. will be·prtScnted by the AlbUqUerque Little
Theater at 8 p.m, Friday,6 and9 p.m. Saturday,
and. 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $12.50. More
infonnation is available at24z..t.J 15,
ArtldroJrt is belng prt$-ented 11 the Bam Dinner
Theatet through Sunday. More inronnatlon: is
available at281·33 38,
11w Wondn/ul IU Cmzm Sultis being presented
by La Companla de Tearro de AlbuquerqUe at 8
p.m. Sunday It. the KIMo Theater. More information Is available at 256-7264.
11ri Glti GGm11wlll be preseri.ted al the Vortex. at
8 p.m. Friday and !'aturday and at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday today through Od. _2. 'rh::ket in~
tormatlon is avaiha.l:ile ar 247 8600.
i Sllould'vt ThO ~aM of that will be presented at
the KiM:o Theater at 8 _p,m, 0c1. 2 for one
)'letfotm.anee Only. Tickets ate $1.50 for general
admission and $6 for groups or 10 or more.
available at KIMo ticket offiee. -Pilhns Trading
f;cimpany and Has.rlngs Reco.rds. More ifi.
formation Is aVailable at BBl-4-825,
EVttY Trick ln tht 8110' will be presented by the
heW UNM Pi.tlo DlrtnetTheater at8 p.m. FridAy
and ~tUrdfiY•_ through Oct. 8. _Buffet begins ar
6:30p.m. Tfekets are $JS 1 includes dinner and
the &how and til.n beptlrtlta!ied fil"the sual room
2..2S, More Information I$ available i.t277 233t.
t"ou O!n 't ta1t1 It With ·rou will be pre!ei:ned by
tbe- UNM theater arts- departrnenlnt 8 p.m. Oct.
6-8; 13·15 in· Ri:ldey-Theater. More information
Is dvaUabltat211-·44o2.
8

8

3:30,7;30.
lltrctUU ._ f:atNorth: 1. 5, 9.

Hoi litlr -los- Altos: 7; 9:30 (weekdays)j

2~

4:30,1, 9:30(SaturdaYand Stinday).
l.d Tavlaia- Oliild: 1:1S 1. 9:15 (weekdays}:
3•15 1 5:15.7:15, 9":"1S (Saturday and sunday),
LOI'ih of Dlst:lplint - Wyoming: f'riday and
Saturday at inldnlghl,
Mr. MQtn -Coronado: f:t~,j:IS. S:U, 7:35;

9d5. M Plata: 1:30, 3!301 S:l'O, 7:3(), 9:30.
MY Dilt.n11 With A_ndrt- SUO Cinema: 1. 9:30
(Wtdnesdayand thursday),
NlglitmtJit$ .... ttat North: 2.:45, 6:Uf ?:45.
Coronado; f~ts. 3~1~f S~tS,1:3o·, 9:.30,

ASA
Gillery
(Studerit
Onlbri
BUilding) ....... 1'.l)reamhig1" reruurli'lgtheWork of
Russian a·ttrst Alcxandr Kahlgiri, who Is
curtt:!fttly committed· to an asylum. (or being Bli
a_rtl!t. wotktns outside of the Social norm, ()"i1'
displaY throught Ocf. 1'4. Reception at-5 p.m.
Saturday. More Information b a.\iAlfable at 2.17·
2667.

Jon1on GaUery (1909 Las Lomas N,_E,) -·The
.14th Annual Summer Show featuring the- work
of RaYmond Jonson on display ihrough Oct. 1.
More tnr('lrmatJo·n i! .available at 277·4%7' · 1 1' 41
TNrhlng G1llrry (New Art Building)- "'ldl:'as
In Proec,n' 1• ·work In progress by UNM racuhy,
on display through Oct. 7. More information Is
available at271~4407 ~
Union Gall~ry(SU B) - Work by various ardsts.
including poUc:l)' by Mary Sharp Da~is. water
color by Ivan Fish and oil and acrylic. by Connie
Oardner, on display throu~ht Oct~ 14. h.eccpl!on
is SattJrday. Mor~ information iS nvailable at
211·2331.
Albuquerque. Unlt~d Artls1 (216 CentraJ
S.W.)- "Fout Patnieu," tt grou~ rxhibition
on display through Oct. 8. Marc lrtformation Is
a"Yailable at 243.0~31~
llo!lhour Calltry (4J'1 Second S1rect
S.W.)- "Sit, Still." sculpture by Rlcbard
Nona5 1 on di!iplay through Sept. JO.j
usau\'enirs'' ntixed- media by 'Barton Lldlee
Benes on display throligh Oct. 8. More lrifarmati~:~n is availableat842:.5332.
Pian Esuhnte Callirf (4i2 Central
S.E.) -Work by various artists including UNM
students Tammy Dobos, Jose Oartia and John
Abrahms on display through Sept. 30. More
lnronnation is available at242~lt33.
TuiiiH A Crar11 Co-op (323 Romero
N.W.)- Weaving. kniufng and crocheting by
Nellie Dye on display through Saturday. More
information is ailailable at 843.fJ694.
WUdlne (901 Rio drande N.W~)- .. PantlngS
and Painted Photograph!.. by Holly Roberts on
display through Oct~ 22, More- infomiatlon is
available at 243·$710.

conjunction with Sexual Assault
Awareness Week during tonight';
performance of Daddy's Girl at the
KiMo Theater.
The piece, sponsored by the R•1pc
Crisis Ccn<er, the University of New
Mexico Won1en's Center and the
S<atc Sexual Assault Training Programs. was adapted from Voices ill
tire Night, a book of poetry unci prose
about incest writtcu by victims.
Producer Elayne Kaplan categorized the piece as ensemble theater,
consisting of readings, music.
poems and playlets. Kaplan also
said She intenwined Daddv' s Girl
with Shakespeare because she's
aspiring to be a Shakespearean
scholar.
The production features an allstudent cast.
Last year, Sexual Assault Awareness Week's emphasis was on rape, ·
while this year's emphasis is on
child abuse, According to statistics
used in Daddy'.r Girl's introduction,
one out of every three girls is sexual·
ly abused by a male family member,
and incest is neither random nor exceptional,
Kaplan called incest a very
touchy, political issue that "nobody
wants to know about. ·• She became
involved with the production because women's affairs are her poli·
<ics, and she's concerned with the
"quality of life women live as human beings,"
Kaplan said incest victims arc distributed over every class, and the
violation shows the "raw power"
men have over women. As tong as
women are financially and/or emotionally dependent on men, they
must protect their position, she said,
Kaplan described Daddy's Girl,
which includes detailed descriptions
of incestual acts, as a "very outspoken" piece. However, she explained, she has done extensive editing so that the production will be in
good taste and non·pomographic.
Because people can "say anything on stage," Kaplan said the~ter

WO WHEEL DRIVE
14Ur CfNlRAL Sf

ALBO, ~~

¥:

Bicycles

Parts &: Accessories
PRO service
Guarantees vour
satisfaction

PRO REPAIRS FOR
MOPEDS &: SCOOTERS

243·8443

'h blk west University on central
Ttdd lo.wiJDi'l will ~rfornt Tchaikovs.ky'~ piano

concerto Nl at 8:1~ p.m. In Popejoy Hall today
and· Saturday.11ekels are ss·, Sl2; 513~ Sl~ for
thi: general public and $6, sa, S9t Sll for full~
time students. All tickeu are subje<:_t to a service
charge. More fntormalion I~ available at 842·
8565.
Albe11 KlliJ will be at the Club West in Si:nil·a Fe
today ilnd_Saturday .. Ticket .l!i'e ~8.50 and S9.~0
at N"alural Sound _In Albuguerque, More In·
formallonlsav'lllable at 982·0099,
Sin~ O'Neill will be at the SUB Saliroom .at 8
Jj.m. today.. ticket intormat!On Is availbable itt
217-5602.

Sleph!n Still• wllt beat the Paolo SOieri Outdoor
Theater in Santa Fe Saturday. Tlckels ate
available at Olant outlets~
Robert Plarit will be at McNichoLtl Arerin In
Oenver SaturdaY~ Tickt:ts are Sl t.50j Sl2.~0 and
$13.50 and ·can be charged oh· Visa or MMiercdtd
by calling (303) 778.6691,
Albuquerque "outh Symphony wilt presenl a
c:oncert In Po-pejoy Hall Iii 3 p.m. Sundat.
't!cketS ar~ .$4 for adults and S3 tor children.
Mote information is avallableai-271·3iZI~
Tlie UNM lui Band will pet(Orirlln Keller Hall
at 6 p.m. Sunday. 'the concert ts ·rrce, Mote;
Information is available nt 1'714402.
Todd Rund-aren has been cancelled. Tic"kcu cnn
be rcrunded where puh:hasd.
Flo)'d WIIIJamundRUa AnRtl wUi give B .recital
in l<elle;" Hall at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday. Tickets 111
St, St .so and S2 •. More .h'i(ormatlon Is available
nt 27H402.

Ttmpt•don•/F'o~r To~l
Audilot~uin Oct. I, There

.

Will. bt ill the K{vn
will be tWo shoWs at 7
and l(h30 p;in, Tickets arc-Sl4.60 lltld $12.60 nt

au Oiant outletS.

THE

0

CfifE

is a wonderful medium for messages. She said the media can be
~nfluential in exposing and protestmg secrets like incest.
Productions like Daddy's Girl can
help victims by making them feel
that people care about their problem
and "there's nothing to be ashamed
of." she added.
L.N. Webster, who assisted the
cast and crew of D<1dd\'' s Girl and
belongs to the Won1en 's Incest
Healing Web of Albuquerque, said
her organization tries to help victims
through peer group bonding,
Webster said, "Incest is not a
taboo in our society - talking about it is."
Daddy's Girl begins at 8 p.m. and
admission is $1 at the door.

scott Caraway

Members of Daddy's Girt cast take direction during rehearsal Wednesday night at the Kimo
Theater.
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Take Charge At ll.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal·
22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular promo·
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
have increased to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
and new opportunities
~vToi;;Qi:;:'umT7" - - - W.;.;-; 1
This training is
to advance your edu·
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O.
Bo<
5000,
Clifton,
NJ
07015
designed to instill
cation, including the
0 I'm· ready to take charge. Thll me. more. about
confidence by first•
possibility of attending
the Navy's officer ptograms.
t0Gl
hand experience. You
graduate school while
Nam.~~~~----~~~~~·--77~~
First
1
Printl
Lut:
learn by doing. On
you're in the Navy.
Address_,._- - - - - - - - A P t . H:•---your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
Cit)'•--------State•-----ZI~
job.
Become
a Navy
you're responsible for
Ag;e.__ _ tCollege/Oni\tersitY,·--------officer, and take charge.
managing the work of
tYeilt in Colle·ge..-~----•GP·"--~-_..:.up to 30 men and the
Even at 22.
.&Mnjot/Minor·-------------

r

Pl~ase

Phon~ Numbetr-,===----n:====IAn!il Code)
Best Time to Call
This Ia for general recruitment informittlon. You do nOt h11ve to (ut•
i'liBh any of the information l'eq\Jt!l!ted. Of course, the more we

L

3004 Central SE
(O~e Block East o! Girard)

know, the mo_re Wt can help- to de~rtnine the kinds of Navy posi·
tions_ lor which you qualify,
_ _
_

-----------

J

· . NavyOfficers
Get BesponsibWtyFast.

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can e&t dinners include

soup, salad, vegetable, rolf, and
potato.

-
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Arts
Musician Shoots for Stardom
~

. .

~

By I.ydia Piper
in a town pulsating with talent,
Albuquerque's Steve O'Neill is one
of the few who has dared to take the
steps toward stardom.
Bom and raised in Albuquerque,
O'Neill, who will perform at 8
tonight. in the New Mexico Union
Ballroom, has been involved in
music for more than 17 years. At 31,
he is abandoning the secure local
nightclub scene and gearing his
energy toward national attention.
"There is no music industry in
this town," O'Neill said in a recent
interview. "It's a great place to get
things going, but if you don't move
on, you die a slow, agonizing
death."
O'Neill said he became involved
wit!J music at an early. age because
he enjoyed it and liked what was
happening during the post·Beatle
era. He was influenced by the music
of such groups as the Rascals, Vanilla Fudge, Spooky Tooth and Lee

Steve O'Neil

·
1-- ·-------~

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
l.
1
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$70
Per month

YALE BLQQD PLASMA
Asaplasmadonor
you can earn $70 or more per month
Bring this ad for $5 bonus on your 1st donation
Your plasma is vitally needed
for the production of many life saving vaccines
You must b e a Ioca I resid. en!, student, or military
and have a valid .-n. icture J.D.
Offer expires August 31, 1983
1 counon ner donor & not valid
with other counons
.New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30-3:30
• . S t 31 1983
Off er expnes
ep · ,

.- .-

YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.

122 Yale SE, Albuquerque
-

-

-

-

Michttels.
Early in his career, O'Neill played in many bar-bands that toured the
nation's club circuit. After five
years on the road, he decided to
come back to Albuquerque to write
and perform his own music.
Using only keyboards and drums,

90,000 votes but did not win.
Since then, the video has been
played on Warner Cable's ''Video
Rockade" and will be featured on
the USA Network's "Night
Flight."
O'Neill said he loves doing
videos and can't wait to do another.
Because he feels audiences enjoy
seeing a band perform, O'Neill said
the next video will be half conceptual, half live stage footage.
O'Neill's single ''When the
Mountain Falls,'' which has received airplay on local stations and
in El Paso, has been recommended
in Billboard Magazine and will be
featured soon on American Band$tar7d'.l' "Rate a Record.''
He has also won a place on the
Miller High Life "Rock to Riches"
album which will feature the work of
10 local artists. The album will be
available late~ this fall.
Even with this kind of exposure,
O'Neill is still working hard to
promote his act and try to get with a
major record camP.any. He said his
main priority was to complete the
album from which the single comes
and showcase it on the road in clubs
like Graham Central Station which
bring in lesser-known acts.
O'Neill is married and has a
daughter who was born on the road.

I
II
I Balladeer-------I
I
I ·
I
and "three gorgeous girls'" for

contimJed srom page 10
"
fingers as fast as Eric Clapton.
But Stills is notj'ust a schizop· hrenic balladeer. He and his intluence
on American music grew out of a
time when moral consciousness was
h
h
·
grow1ngw en t e Amencan
1
·h
yout I was not content Wll songs
celebrating young love and life at the
drive-in, but called for spirituality in
a capitalistic society.

266-57291
Stills was the next logical step after the Greenwich Village folksinger
movement (which included Bob

SOUTHWEST PREMIERE!

backup vocals, O'Neill said his
music is different in the way it is
achieved. It sounds as if there are
five instruments instead of two, he
said.
O'Neill said the image he is striving for is a kind of "teen idol,"
because the 13-30 audience has a lot
of appeal. He said this is the same
audience that Jour\}ey and Hall and
Oates go for, and his music is.a similar "power pop. ' '
.
O'Neill has always been able to
get by as a musician, playing piano
at happy hours <1nd in clubs willing
to take a chance on his original
music. He said most bands get their
song lists from MTV and that's what
the clubs want.
The bands in Albuquerque have
the talent !o do original material, he
said, but for them it would mean
sacrificing a lot of money.
• "It means getting a day job, and
writing and rehearsing at night," he
said. "I've spent the last two years
starving to death because I like
doing original music."
The sacrifice has paid off in the
fom1 of a video and a single. The
video, which cost $18,000 to produce, was featured on MTV this
summer on the station's "Basement
Tapes," which showcases unknown
artists for the horne audience to vote
on. O'Neill's video received over

Dylan, Phil Ochs and Fred Neil) cast
different colors on marketable
music, when music for the mind and
soul, instead of merely the ear, begar\ to dominate the country's attention.
·
This was the breeding ground for
the Stills mystery.

He met Neil Young on a Los
Angeles street corner after crooked
teeth prevented him from being
hired as one of the Monkees. The
two later went on to form The BuffaIa Springfield, a group that merged

***********************************j
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WATCH OUT!
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UNM
Skydiving Club's Display
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Friday in the Sub 11a.m.-1p.m.
Sign up for the 1st Jump Class Sept. 24
For the Thrill of Your Life! .

~

~
~

~
~

, lk. d bl
.a an
ues roots with the new
buds of rock 'n' roll.
Th e s· pnng
· r·!C Id had mo dcrate
succcs• before d"sb d"
d
·'
· on to b"
'· an
an
St!"lls IJIOVed
e ·1ng,
d bet·!
·
•gg ran
er
things: namely, the teaming with
David Crosby. whom the Byrds had
recently let fly, and Englishman
Graham Nash, who felt his old
group, the Hollies, w·.ts not .ntro1

spcctivc enough,
The result was Crosby, Stills and
Nash, {which led, eventually. to an
ephemeral tie with Young). a group
whose vocal blcndings and sheer
energy won it affections that endure
to this day, even though the quality
of its more recent efforts is question·
able.
So Stills, who will perform at the
Paolo Soleri Saturday, comes to us
as a musician whose newest songs
and statements take a backseat to the
aura of musical anachronism. Like
an American John Lennon, Stills is a
sentimental, moralistic rocker who
has made his fortune and carved his
niche in history because he wasn't
completely understood.

***********************************t
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Lobos Look To Widen Series
Retain State Bragging Right~
By Eric Maddy
Did you hear that the library in
Las Cruces burned down? Both
books were lost, and one ofthem was
even colored.- Ye old Aggie

joke,
They're all around. Just about every ethnic has been the target of
them. Even in today's society,
Aggie jokes still survive.
One of the best Aggie jokes in
recent memory was circulated last
year. It was the New Mexico State
football team. The people who came
out to watch them play laughed at
them, and many left before NMSU's
games were over.
The Aggies, 3-8last year, g:we up
a National Collegiate Athletic Association record 883 yards in total
offense, including 677 yards on the
ground, in being crushed 68-0 by
Nebraska in Lincoln.
UNM set a school rushing mark
by gaining 585 yards on the ground,
and came within four yards of breaking their total offense record in defeating NMSU 66-14 last year.
After last season's disaster, the
Aggies hired Fred Zechman, then an
assistant coach at Ohio State, to rebuild the football program. Such a
process takes time, and what has
been accomplished so far will be

showcased around the state Saturday Tennessee and Arkansas, are lookmgh~ when the Aggies play New ing to get back on the winning track.
MexiCo.
The Aggies are also 1-2, having
sandwiched a 15-7 win over Southwest Louisiana between losses to
Texas-EI Paso, 20-9 and North
Texas State, 49-3.

Balloon Fiesta Special!

ONE DOLLAR OFF
REGULAR ADMISSION WITH THIS AOI
Prt&eht Ad .at tha BCII(·Oftl~ & ·receive 11.00 Off an)' .regular· adultlldm!aslon.
(Not valid for bergaitl mallneee <lr Sf.OO day)

STAATS
TODAY!

Los Altos Twin
Wyo. al Montgomery NE 294-4747
MOn.·Frl. at 7:30 & 9:30
Sat.-Sun. f:3a3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
277-5656
,. Einily juc~son

• _Lel'ilic VcnzucJa •

it Eddie 1af'hya • Crtrolyn
Mi~c Dono~·an _. Bnrh<lra

Ford

The Evewe:ar EJlperts
coronado center 881·7747 • 4817 central Ave. N.E. 255-9552
Hoffmantown Shopping center 294-4044
Atrlsco Plaza Maii836-0016
IZ5i:Sl
Open All Day saturday
~

L~----~~~~~~~~---l~J

The University of New Mexico
football team isn.'t the only Lobo
team going to Las Cruces this
weekend seeking a win for its record,
The UNM baseball team, 2-1 after playing in Chihuahua, Mexico,
last Weekend. will play the Aggies
either two nine-inning games or
three seven-inning games Saturday.
The Lubas got solid pitching from
Keviu Andersh, Brian Nichols, Ben
Frocming and Brett Davis in the first
two games against Chihuahua,
which UNM won 7-0 and 6-1. The
Lobos used freshmen and walk-ons
in the third game, won by Chihuahua 7·1.
Catcher Greg Hall, a walk-on
from Catiromia. hit two home runs

$1.50

$.75

$1.50 off any 16'' pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 1o-5-83

$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires' 10-5-83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

Pizza

Delivers

"It was a good trip for us because
we got to see a lot of people play
under game conditions,'' Jaster
said. "I think we have as much or
more depth this year than since I've
been here. I'm very optimistic about
what we can do this year."
•
The Lobos, 25-41-1 and 5-19 in
the Western Athletic Conference
Southern Division last year, will
travel to Phoenix next week to play
perennial power Arizona State, The
fall schedule is a preseason in collegiate baseball and will not count in
the season's standings

Aussies Win Sixth Race,
Force Final Yacht Match
NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) ~Australia II took advantage of Liberty's blunders Wednesday to tie the America's Cup finals at 3-3. becoming the first
challenger to force the prestigious yacht race to a seventh and decisive race.
Australia II beat Liberty by 3:25 - the widest losing margin ever for a
U.S. defender.
After reigning champion Dennis Conner lost his 7-second edge at·the start,
the AUssies dominated all six legs by rccord:setting margins to rocket into the
u~preccdented tic and the most formidable threat ever to sport's longest
wmning streak- the 13Z-year U.S. domination of the cup.
Strengthening winds powered Australia II to an insurmountable 4:08 lead
rounding the fifth mark, with Aussic skipper John Bertrand all smiles as his
white yacht crossed the finish to a noisy reception of horns from the spectator
fleet.
It was expected that Liberty would request a day off Friday to regroup, and
the final match for the silver trophy wollld take place on the 24.3·milecourse

.
Australia II dominated the favored left side of the course Thursday,

A HIGH-FLYING,
FUN-FILLED COMEDY t

I'l'exas OP.ticall

Domino's

for the Lobus, and Frocming and
Nichols added one apiece during the
series. Lobo assistant Coach Larry
Jaster said Froeming may also see
some action at first base during the
year.

picking. up the erratic 10- to 15"knot northwcsterlies while the Ameticans
sailed everywhere else.
Uberty's advantage at the start evaporated when Conner failed to protect
his .lead for the second time in as many days and Australia 11. sailed by,
The Australians pulled several boat lengths ahead early and were given
another chance to stretch the margin when Conner allowed thcmJo sail to the
favored lert side of the course and pick up the favorable wind shifts.
Compounding the advantage, the American delay in setting a final jib left
Australia 112:29 ahead rollnding the first mark, the largest gap the defender
has ever fallen behind on the initialleg in Cup history,
.
The cup has been bolted to a table in the host New York Yacht Club's
Manhattan mansion since America won it from the British in II!Sl. Bertrand
already has n huge glass case hi which to carry the Cup io Perth,. and
Australian Syndicate Chairman Alan Bond has a gold-plated wrench to free it
from the NYYC's showcase.
Entering the sixth race, Liberty needed but one win to successfully protect
the Cup. The -determined Australians lost the first two rates with equipment
problems.

fl:~~

Choose-from the entire selection of frames lncluctlng designer-lines
such as Gloria Vanderbilt and Christian Dlar. Then ta~e 50% Off the
regular.prlce. Offer good with this coupon and student 1 tacult:v
Identification when ordering a complete pair of prescription glasses.
No ather discounts applicable.

Baseball Team Plays Aggies Too
By Eric Maddy

II.

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Umlted Dtllvery ArH

®

*MILLER HIGH LIFE LEISURE SERVICES*

IPIRTI

B·League

FLAG FOOTBALL
LEAGVB S'!l'.AlVDII\TGS
(as of 9-16-83)
Blue A-League
L Ca.I.iforitia Kids
2. Northern :Bruisers
3. Minorities
4. Thumpers
B.ed A-League
1. Lambda Chi Alpha

2. PIKES
3. Sigma Chi
4. FIJIS
5. Sig Eps
6.ATO
7. SAE

Green A-League
2. Unknowns
3. 69ers
4. Mighty Invaders

White A-League
1. SVA
2. Shark Baits
3, T-Birds
4. Fire Flash
5. Blue Devils
Orange B·League
L First Seal
2. Exploding Pigskins
3. Mean Machine
4. Eeonomics
5. Spews

Wins Losses
2
0
1
1
1

1

0

2

w

L

3
2
2

0
0
1
1
2
2

1
1

1. The Bench

0
0

3

w

L

2

0
1
l

1

1
0

~

I

Frames

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"They're extremely well
coached," said Dunn of the Aggies.
. "And we're not physically strong
enough to overpower anybody.
They're a lot like us this year in that
they have moved the ball up and
down the field. all day long but haven't been able to put points on the
board.
·
"We're not good enough to turn
the ball over at the wrong time and
survive," Dunn added, "If we don't
cut out making silly mistakes offenFred Zechman
sively, we're not going to beat anyUNM head Coach Joe Lee Dunn body."
and toe rest of his coaching staff say
that despite history, they and their
!cam will nottake the Aggics lightly
m Saturday's game. Kickoff is set
for7:30 p.m. in Memorial Stadium
in Las Cruces.
The Lobos hold a 45-23 series
edge over the Aggies. They have
won the last six games in a row and
Fast, Free Delivery
nine of the last 10 played. The
Lobos, 1-2 this year after losing two
consecutive games on the road at

~~-

'

50%
Off

2

w

L

2
2
1
0

0
1

1

0

2

w

L
0

"2

2
1
1
0

1

0

1
2
3

L Eliminator
2. Sex Gods
B-:Sombers
Sigma Chi

Women's League
1. Outlaws
2. Bouncers
3. Beta Bruisers
4. Kosmic Kappas
5. Tri-Delts
6. Zetas
7. Alpha Chi Omega

L
2

0
1

1
1

1

1
1

w

L

3
2
2

0
0
l
1

1

1

2
2
3

0
0

Innertube Water Polo WinS Losses
L Riptides
2
0
2. Scutt Puppies
2
0
3. Exploding Penguins
1
1
4. CD III
0
1
5. T-Birds
0
2
6. Thee Brethren Sisters
0
2
7, Leather Works Inc.
0
0

1st Annual
LITE SUl'llUSE B.UN
lll!IR

Pinish ResUlts
Place Time
..

1. Gary Maestas
2. Mike Rzendzia.n
3 . RoyLuna
4. Ronald Thomas
WOIIIIR
1. WID. Steinberg
2. Sissel Tra.ndseth
3, JUlie Luft.
4. Kelly' Taylor

1

2
3
4

Place
21
45
67
64

16:28.3
16.:58.8
17:14.4
17:22.0

Time
18:43.1
20:23.2
21:12.1
21:36.3

r

I

'
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N
255-7640

hours:
closed
Sunday

~!~i~~~~lfa~~!bian and Gay

_)1!,'-

New Mex1co

::\.....%

P.O. Drawer EEE
Albuquerque, New Me:ico .87196

Lesbian & Ga~r

Political Alliance

City Council Candidates Forum
Tonight
All of the City Council candidates have been Invited by the N~L!GPA
to speak to us about their platforms and to address the spectftc Issue
of CIVIL RIGHTS FOR LESBIANS AND GAY MEN. 8:00pm, UNM
Law School, room 2402,
Before the candidates speak, at 7:00, there will be a meeting of the
New Mexico Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (NMUGPA). All people
interested in the issue of civil rights for lesbians and gays are
welcome. We need YOU! We are one-tenth of the community at
large. We can make our voices heard. Information: 262-0531 or
Moontree Press.
~~:t.;:·~

..

PARENTS DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 1
INVITE YOUR PARENTS TO
UNM'S SIXTH ANNUAL PARENTS
Fraternity
and Sorority
Open Houses!

Family
& Friends
Invited Too!

Sports

"Dynamite' Dokes Tries Title Defense

9am to
9pm

RICHFfELO, Ohio (UPI)Michael "Dynamite" Dokcs puts
his World Boxing Association
heavyweight crown on the line
tonight against South African Gerrie
Coetzee, who will be making his
third bid for a heavyweight title.
Dokes, a 25-year-old native of
nearby Akron, will be making his
first title defense since May when he
kept his championship in a 15-round
draw with ex-champion Mike
Weaver in Las Vegas.
The 6-foot-3 Oakes has been
training at a farm near Orwell, Ohio,
and weighed in Thursday at 217
pounds. The 6-foot-4 Coetzee tipped the scales at 215.
Coctzee, 28, is the WBA's No. I
contender despite being helc! to a
draw in his. last fight, a 10-round
bout with unbeaten Pinklon Thomas
last January in Atlantic City, N.J.
Coetzce takes a 28-3- I record into
the light, including 17 knockouts.
Coetzee's first title effort came in
1979 in his native South Africa
when he was outpointed in a ISrounder by John Tate for the WBA

Caldwell Fights
Stiff Winds for
Tourney Lead
ABILENE, Texas (UP!) - Rex
Caldwell had to fight stiff West
Texas winds to fire a 4-under-par 68
Thursday for the early lead in the
first round of a PGA tournament.
Caldwell, of Tallahassee, Fla.,
finished the front nine under the
clear sunny but very windy skies in
1-under-par and went on to fire an
eagle on the 14th and birdie the 18th
for the 4-under.
Lee Trevino, Keith Fergus and
Wally Armstrong were tied for
second with 70s.
Hal Sutton, battling Fuzzy Zoe!"
fer for the top money spot this year,
fired a 73.
Caldwell, J3th on this year's
money list, hit on five birdies along
with the eagle to take the early lead.
The 18th-hole birdie that put him at
4-under came on a 20-foot putt on
what Caldwell called a slick green.
Trevino came off the back nine at
even par, but birdied the sixth and
ninth holes for a 2-under,
Four men withdrew from the
tournament Thursday, including
Barry Jaeckel, Mike Nicol~tte, Larry Ziegler - who co~plamcd of a
bad shoulder - and Rtchard Zokol,
w110 had an eye problem.
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championship left vacant when
Muhammed Ali retired. In 1980, he
was stopped in the 13th round by
Weaver in a WBA title bout, also in
South Africa.
''By all means, that was my
toughest fight ever," says Coetzee.
"I really wasn't knocked out. It was
a matter of fatigue. But he hits hard,
harder than Dokes."
Coetzee says he expects Dokcs to
"come right at me" and predicts he
will win by a knockout within 10
rounds,
Coctzee has been cheered on all
week by a large contingent of South
Africans staying with him in Cleveland.
Coetzee said he has suffered from
tension t'or previous bouts, but says
he is relaxed heading into the Dokes
fight.
"I'm at peace with the world and

Baltimore Picked To Upset Chicago Bears

expect to go into the ring that way,"
he said.
.
Oakes says he doesn't beheve
Coetzeeis worthy of the WBA No. 1
ranking and also says he is unconcerned that most of the boxing world
recognizes J,...arr.Y Holme~,. the World
Boxing Counctl champton, as the
true ruler of the heavyweight ranks.
"To me that's no distraction," he
said. "That's no irritation. I have
my own style. I have my own trend.
I have my own character, my own
personality. I don't have that complex that oth~r fighters might."
King officta]s dtscounted re~orts
that gate sal. es were lagglllg,
although they did express concern
that Home Box Office, which will
cable broadcast the fights, refuses to
blackout the greater Cleveland area.
HBO has a policy of never agreeing
to blackouts.

By John Moreno
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Baltimore came close to winning
its last two games and th.c Colts'
crowd will be pumped. Home teams
won nine games last week, a 50 percent increase from this season's first
two' weeks,

Softballers Open Season
By Earl Jones
The University of New Mexico
women's softball team will host its
fall season opener against New
Mexico State University in doubleheader action Saturday and Sunday
at Lobo Field.
UNM Coach Susan Craig, who
initiated the Lobo softball program
in I977, said although games during
the fall season aren't recorded on an
official basis, that won't stop the
Lobos from playing each one as if it
were the "World Championship.·'
The purpose of the fall season is to
provide a chance for players to sharpen their skills in a competitive
atmosphere, Craig said.
I'd rather have my athletes working on their skills than lifting
weights," she said. "That's our
style."
Allison Maney wi II be the starting
pitcher for two of the four games this
weekend, with Venisa Dinius hurling the othertwo. Maney was 27-10
last year and was the ninth-ranked
pitcher in the. National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
In its first six seasons, the Lobo
team won the High Country Athletic
Conference Championship three
times and made it to the NCAA
Championships twice.
Craig has 10 players returning

Some say the Chicago Bct!rS are a
good football team .this yeareven contenders. Most agree the
Baltimore Colts arc good only for a
laugh - mere pretenders. So laugh
if you will, but the Colts will beat the
Bears at home.
Colts' quarterback Mike Pagel
threw well against the Bills' stingy
defense last week. He should greatly
benefit from Chicago's generous defense. Considering the Bears' explosive offense, look for a high-scoring
game.

Atlanta's offense finally came to
life last week. But it was against
Detroit, a weak defensive team. Falcon quarterback Steve Bartkowski
must face San Francisco this week
and the 49ers · defensive secondary
also came to life last week.

from last year's 35-16 team and four
new players.
Those returning arc Allison Maney, Erin Putnam, Diane Settle, Sue
Kragseth, Kathy Dyer, Sheila Blonigan, Amy Lucero, Meg Connors,
Sue Inman and Michele Madrid.
. The new recruits include Sandy
Umfleet, Venisa Dinius, Dee Sanchez and ](im Noyes.
Kragseth and Connors ure the
team's only seniors.
.
AT THE PLATE: Centerfielder
Sue Inman strained some ligaments
in her ankle last week. She will probably sit out this weekend's. action.

fans nrc among the most obnmdous Look for S<e~e .DeBerg to replace
and distracting in the National Foot- him earlier tiJa, usual. The Elberg
ball Lcttguc. However, the Dolphins sal!a continues. Take the Raiders
<trc hurting, as their lopsided loss to e~ily
the Raiders showed.
The mystel') Jets host the surprisOn Miami's injured list are wide ing Rams. After two stunning losreceivers Jimmy Cefalo and Tommy ses, the Jets will be no-nonsense this
Vigorito and cornerback Don week. Their offense had off-days
McNeal. They face the Kansas City against New England and Seattle.but
Chiefs, hungry after two tough los- is-just too goal to keep flopping.
The Rams are no pushovers.
ses to the Redskins and Chargers.
Take the Chiefs in the upset of the though. and the game will come
down to execution. Whoc,·er conweek.
trols the ball 3nd avoids turnovers
The Los Angeles Raiders travel to will win. Since the Jets can't afford
Denver to teach Bronco rookie quar- another loss this early in the season.
terback John Elway a few lessons. the)' will win at home.

The Patriots' Tonv Collins ran
wild against the Jets, \,·ho arc usuallv tough against the run. This week
in Pittsburgh. however. he may find
his legs \\Tapped often by .lack L.ambert anc! other Stccler defenders.
Pittsburgh's defense was No. 1
aoainst th~ run last vear and h~ld
E~l Campbell to 40 )'ards Sunday.
And its offense has begun to roll no\\
that Cliff Stoudt is finding the
groove. The Steelers should extend
their record to 3- L
Dallas will continue its unbeaten
string with a home victory against
New Orleans. although it shO\lld be
a close game. Another horne team.

Western State

1

Be> ides having drug-related probhis players. General Manacer Paul Brown had to fite fanner
nt'fen,ivc coordinator Lindv Infante
,iu't bcftlrc training camp: Infante
had \i!!hed a future contract with the
Jud.,onvillc Bulls of the United
State' Football League and hi!. disn1i,sal ha> left the Bcngals' offense
in a lurch. Take the Bucs in a Jow'coring game.
lem~ with

The University of New Mexico
soccer team returns to action this
Saturday when it hosts Western
State of Gunnison, Colo.
The 3-0 Lobos beat Western State
twice last fall, 10-0 and 4-2.
Lobo center fullback Sticn Sorbye
is out for at least a week with a slight
infection in his thigh. Coach Craig
Robertson said.
He said either Jairo Cabanilla,
Jose Picazo or Bruce Boeke would
probably be used in Sorbye's place.
Kickoff is at 2 p.m. at the UNM
South Campus fields.

High-flying Brian Sipe takes his
Cleveland act to San Diego for an
aerial war against Dan Fouts and
company. The Chargers will win in
a high-scoring game.
Minnesota should suffer a letdown after the loss of quarterback
Tommy Kramer. Even though it acquired Archie Manning and Dave
Casper from the Oilers this week, it
will take a while for these Veterans to
fit in the Vikings' system. The inept
Detroit Lions may not win many
games this year, but this will be one
of them.
The Oilers' offense; which
showed some promise, will iJn·
mediately miss Archie Manning at
quarterback. Their defense will be
overwhelmed by Buffalo's offense,
which is on a roll. The Bills will win
at home.
It's. always tough to pick against
Miami at home, The Orange Bowl

B:DDPM
FRIDAY
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BALLROOM
TICKETS
$3.50 GENERAL PUBLIC

$3.00 STUDENTS (vJ/ibl
AT THE DOOR
ClASSES FORMING NOW AT

~.Jl. kiiPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Tesl PreP-3rallof\ Specialisls
S/nce1938

Alcxandtin King.

Andy Burg spends the ahernoo:n playing hacky sac in spite
of the Lenhox-Hi/1 brace oh his khee.

~of IMotmatJOfl,

i:1
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Pteese CalJ;

265-2524.

Ask about our

Speed Reading
Program

a

The art final was a 6-foot ~ainting.
Your friends helpe(J
you pass with flying colors.

Safety Dwight Hicks a·nd cornerback Tim Collier returned interceptions for touchdowns against St.
Louis. Joe Montana will find A((anta's defense a tougher nut to crack
than the Cardinals', but the 49ers
will win at home.
The Buccaneers greet Cincinnati
in Tampa Bay in a contest_ pitting
two comatose offenses. But the Bengals' problems run even deeper: internal dissension.

Lobos To Host

Philadelphia." ill beat the St. L,,u1s
Cardinals. hut Seattle will lose at
home to the .Redskins.
The Scahawks are loaded on
offense and have a solid pass defense. But the Hogs will put Seattle's errat!c rushing defense to the
test. Score one for ·the Riggo Drill.
On Monday night, the tough
Giants' defense takes ''n the Packers
and red-hllt Lmn Dickev. If the
Jints' <lffense c~n score "'n1e points,
thev'll w.in. I'll gt' with Ne\\ York
on hunch. The last time these tW<>
teams met on i\londay night, the
Plavers Association called a strike.
Last Week: ll-3. 0\·erall: 21-7.

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta ~l~nded
surrealistically, with a cascade of vernulion,
occasional suggestions of orange and co~alt .
blue and what do you have? What else: The
Birth of the Universe~'
It's the painting that completed yovr
art final, and frankly, you couldn t
have done it by yourself.
Afterwards, it's time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. You
owe them at least a few
Li:iwenbriius, not to mention the
laundry bill.

Lowenbrau.Here's to good rrtc~no1s.
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TYPING, WORD PROCJ!;SSING. Rindy296-6298.
1/23
EXPERIENCE THE i\CCLAIMED F!!Shion Two
Tw~ntY skin cnre anti glamour aids first hand. For
your comp!lment!lry make-up, contact Fashion Two
Twenty, 4015 Centr~l NE, 255-5599.
9/26
TUTORING- MATJJEMi\TICS, STATISTICS,
french - Any level - llY degreed, experienced
9/26
teacher-tutor, 2(i6-4247.
HERDALU'E, LOSE; CF;Ll;ULITE and weight
naturally, gradually, safely. Loo~ younger. Have
more energy. 884-4604.
10/14
TERM PAPEilS, THESES, dissertations typed on
IBM Word Processor. Editing service included.
TIRED O.F ALL the other frats? Start your ownl
9123
Sigma Pi wishes to help. Call Steve at 673-3545. 9/23 Special student rates. 298-6006.
DO ROn'RIENDS OR girlfriends take you for TYPING, WORO PROCJ!;SSING. Term papers,
granted? Do parents and professors treat you like theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates. 881-0313,
9/23
din? Let Kappa Sigma make you number one toni tel
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER, QualitY lessons, sales,
Appreciation PartY- Kappa l)igma Hous~ - cool!.
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 26$-331 ~.
9123
WHAT'S IIAPl'ENING THIS weekend? The second TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093,
9/30
annual Around-the-Mountain Tour. 60 miles around
the Sandia Mountains starting from Eldorado High
GUITAR LF,SSONS, ALL styles. Twenty-twQ year~
School Sunday at 9 a.m. Information at local bike teaching. John Mitchell268-0496,
I0/3
shops or call268·3949.
9/23
FII!ST WORD PROCESSING. Term papers, theses,
83011 CLUB, ALL male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
9/23
dissertations, Call J an265-9499.
Central NE. 255·6525.
?130
T\'PING. IBM SELECTRIC. 255-3337,
10125
PARENTS DAY! SATURDAY, October I. Share HOUSE NEf;D PAINTING7 Interior~ and exteriors.
your college experience with your p~rcnts, family and
Bxpcrlenc<d painter, References available. Call
friends! Campus tours, special presentations by many Victor277-5171 or Tony 243-7058,
9/23
cumpus departments, luncheons and morel Call
T\'PIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes, 299-8970. 9/30
Student Activities at 277-4706 for more Information.
9/30 ONE WORLD PnODUCT.ONS; Mtilti-track
recording ani\ complete 'A inch Vil!eo facility in the
CONCEI'TIONS SOUTIIWF.ST 83-84 editor apnorthern mountains near Taos. Phone 758-3156.
plicauons must be dropped off by noon Sept. 26 at
9/30
136 Mnrron Hall. Special bundling basket consisting
MASSAGE THERAPY. RF.ST, relaxation, 822of a brief description of qualifications plus portfolio.
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
Z7 M656.
9126
QUICJ(, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graph~ in
CI.UD? Mt:I:TING? EVENT? Ad~·enise in L.!lS
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564.
9/30
Nt>t1e~as. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
department~ and organizations.
tfn
THE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
contr()!. While under study by the FDA, the cap I~
available locally. Cnll242-2402.
9128
i\CUU:X WOilD PROCJ!;SSING; Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
IIAI'I'Y DJUTliDA Y (JAUERT. from the Madd
12112
Massagers. May your fingers do the walking thru the
QUALITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
energy nows.
9123
area. 90 cents/page.llSI-6445.
10/4
ll':fA'S ARE LOOKING forward to SAE's Cherry
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
8u~t9123.
9/23
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
STAIU>l!Sn;RS ARE SC'I!UMPDILLICIOUSI
tfn
Womc11 of Kappa Sigma. thanks for bringing grace
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con.md charm into our li~es this past year. See you
traception, stcrllizution, abortion. Right To Choose,
tonight. We love you!.
9123
294-0171.
tfn
Mt:l.'S TilE BEST little sister and the coolest
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
stardu~~er I know! XXOO, Dan.
9123
frames. Greenwich Village (l.ennon Styles), gold
1111 Pill'S C'AN'Twnit forSAE's Cherry Dust9t23.
S54.SO (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
9123 rimlds.
5019 MenauiN.E .. across frolllLaBelles.
tfn
('{)l!J.O!II'T CAUE U:SS about SAE Cherry Dust!
PREGNANCY
TJ!;STISG
& counseling. Phone 247Party w1th the major league. The Kappa Sigs!. 9r23
m~
~
TODAY IS S.G. 'S 22nd birthday! He is uchlng for a
sJ>nnkinJI.. Signed, E.G.
9/23
~AE IS II liSTING maraschinos for you today 9123.
9123
ROOMMATt:, J-'EMALE TO share large home in
MAKt: CONTACT WITII that special someone or
downtown area. 242·9293.
9/23
fncnds and family. l'lace a personal message in the
SI'ACt: IN IIOUSg for rent. $250-$300. Thirty
dassifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
9129
mlnutcstoUNM. 87j-1619.
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
CIIRISTIAN t'EMALE WANTED to share twobedroom hou~e near UNM. $160 rent, \<1 utilities,
268-7199.
9/30

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get resu Its!

Las N oticias

Personals

ROOM FOR RENT, Private bath, kitchen privilages,
partial to pets. $ISO p/m, $1011 DD. Call
Gary/ Janene 884·0604.
9/28
liOUSEMATE WANTED. THREE bdrm, yard and
garden, W!lSher and dryer. Available Oct. 4. $175,
share utilities, Near UNM. Non-smoker. 298-5800
~~

M6

HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share three bedroonls,
carpets, tireplace, woodburning stove, yard. Pets o.k.
Must be reliable with quiet living habits. Paul or
DebbiQ 266-3067,
9126
l!NM t\RF;A, SrACIOUS, newly painted, clean two
bdrm. No children or pets. Call293-1070 after 5 p.m.
'
9/26
I HAVF: THREE tbree-b!lrm homes available for
under $400 month. Keith 255-1985, Rent!\! Advisor.
Small fee.
9/23
RIDGECREST HOUSE, BUSSTOP at door,
fireplace, large room fQr $120, \4 utilities, 266-2974.
9/23
HOUSEMA TE Wt\NTED TO share two-bdrm house
In NE, three miles from campus, $180 plus V1
utilities. 883.7176.
9123
RENT THIS STYLISH bungalow, just blocks from
UNM. $130 month. 255-1985 Rental Advisor. Small
fee.
9/23
STUDENT HOME i\ND apt. rentals available. All
sizes, all have appliances. 255-1985 Rental Advisor.
Small fee.
9/23
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Delu~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: SPACIOUS two bdrm near all. Only
$225 moves ya. 2$5-1985 Rental Advisor. Small fee.
9/23
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
pmons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-sec~rity locks and laundry facilities, No
children .or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
TEN-SI'EED BIC\'CLf:, Bianchi Super, 21 inch,
Zefal pump, extras. $325. Call 268-4939, 28!.3589
evenings.
9/29
GPZ 750 KAWASAKI. Immaculate, must sell. 2655433,
9126
APPLE II PLUS W/64K, disk drive and monitor Ill
$1200. Peavey T-27 electric guitar S250. Electra bass
$200. 243-5873.
9/23
1919 VESPA P 200E. 450 original miles, excellent
condition. $67 5. 293·53S7.
9128
78 f'ORD FISO. Must sell asap. Dependable. $2200,
best offer. 25(>-1681.
9123

WOMAN ONL\': ONE roundtrip ticket. Albuq,.
New York City. Defore 12111/83, $300, After 6 p.m.
299-3858, Diane.
9/23
ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC LIGHT Opera annual
Rummage Sale: Sept. 22-23-24. Costumes, hats,
clothing and more. Further info, call345-4324, 9/23
DEPENDABLE DATSUN, NEEDS work, $800 or
best offer, 293-4296 after 4:00.
9/27
74 MUSTANG II, AC, PS, PD, four-speed, AM
radio. New trans, tires, brakes. $1500-negotiable.
883-1961 after8 p.m.
9/27
1980 Si\CHS MOPED. Good condition $22~.
McCulloch 650 chain saw 20" bar $175. 292-3518.
Keep trying.
9126
1968 RAMBLERSTA'fiON wagon. Runs. $350. Call
877-2133,
9/26
TRS-80 MODEL I, 48K, two disk drives. Software
(word processing, DBM, others). Excellent condition,
$1000, 266·0670.
9/23
CAFE RACER 1982 Moto Guzzi Monza 50, 500 cc,
4000 miles, not even broken in yet, $2500 or best
offer. Call Marie at268-1475,
9/23
STUDENTS OF MUSIC and Life; Many State Fair
specials, including Martin 140 acoustic strings $3.65.
The New Wild West Music 243-2229.
9/23
WORD PnOCESSOI{, IBM. Uses floppy disc, Free
discs, Priced to sell $23011. Call88l·0313;
9123

Employment
BABYSITTER NEEDED AFTER school. Must have
car. Two children, 8 and 10 years old. Vicinity
Louisiana and Montgomery. Excellem pay. Call296·
0526, evenlngs881-662S.
9/28
WAITRJ!;SSES NEEDED. FLEXIBLE schedules.
Apply 2-5 p.m. 4701 Menual NE. The Sultan 8847211.
9/28
Wi\NTED; BABYSITTER IN my home (across from
UNM) for Tues. and Thurs. frorn 10:30-1:30. Call
Yasmin 266-2633.
9127
WORK·STUDY STUDENTS needed. Research Aide
II and Office Assistant II. Contact Jeanette at 277·
3622.
9126
FULL Mm PART-TIME jobs available now! Call
Keith at255-1985, Job Advisor. Small fee,
9/23
WORK-STUDY POSITION. NJI.IEAF has openings
for office assistants. Call 843-7010 for interview
appointment.
9126
CASHIEI!S NEEDEil IMMEDIATELY for all
shifts, Various other openings available also. 255-

·~

Bright Future Futon Company

r-------------,
~~ H~~;~d~

Clty '~
I
IIt&2ASlices
of Cheese Pizza 1
Large Soft Drink 1.901

~

Friday Night is

College Night
at

Grahan1 Central
Station
All students get in free
with ID
Tonight: from El Paso

Windfall

2- for 1 drinks 7-9pm

Sc~l()(JL

~1'

265·7777

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALESE.

REMEMBER TIIOSE GOOD o'le prices on clothes.
We still have 1.1tem. The Cat's Meow, second-hand
clothes. 3104 Central SE.
9129
i\NTIQUE q.OTHJ!;S COLLECI'ION: Once-a-year
sale. Reasonably priced, 1880s·l950s, whites, velvets,
never-worn 1940s. Thurs., Friday and Saturday 1·6
p.m. Cash only. 419 Dallas NE.
9123
FlU:~; KITfENS, EVENINGS 256-9507.
9<'23

2 90 f Monte VIsta N.E.
265·2266
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

For more information,
call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 26, 1983

P£!Pr){~r.loir1c LJtlicJer.zsi~y

~',_~tll;M,IN'"'
WF..
,.,

Miscellaneous

Pizza (with Tony's special touch)
Italian Burrito Calzone
Subs Steak Sandwich

Applications for
1983-84 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest

S ot Central

1.. __ 2~".!o!!T!!a~'!. ____ .J

LOST 9/~l: MITCIIEL.L Women's Lounge, Brown
and gold J.uxotica sunglasses, slight prescription.
Reward, Call Dru 2 98·9684.
·
9126
FOUND: ONE CALCULATO.R on campus, Please
call to identify item, place lost, when!o.st. Phone881·
9084.
9/23
LOST SOMETHING? COME to the Daily Lobo
business office, 13! Marron Hall. We have a shin, a
wallet, four sets pf keys, and two of Alice Mandell's
identification cards.
9126
CI.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a,m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

is now· accepting

• a cottage Industry -

:2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) 268-9738

Lost&Found

(Girard &. Central at the Triangle)

Conceptions Southwest

Services

100% hand-crafted cotton futons

TAKING A Tl!ll'1 Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dai!y Lobo.
tfn

TONY'S PIZZERIA &. DELl

Food/Fun

TYPING, WORD PROCJ!;SSING: Spelling and
editing help. $1.25/page. Pickup and delivery serviee.
281-2662.
10/6
SEUVICE HORSES. LARGJ!;ST in southwest. Take
advantage of our competitive prices. Now pumping.
.
9123
H.F. 243-4298,
LI;;..\RN THf: OLDEST e)tercise in the worl.dl We
Wtll show you how to stay relaxed, increase your brain
capacity and build your energy reserve. Easy walk
from UNM. The Yoga Centet2S5·2900.
9/30
PRm'F.S510NAL TYPING. REASONABLE. IBM
Selectric Ill. Manuscripts, business. dissertations,
thesis, cu:. Wotk guaranteed, 299·6256, 299-2676.
9/28
Tllf:RAPEUTIC MASSAGE INTRODUCTORY
~pccml: Two for S26. Laura Kobayashi 242-8042.
Acupressure, tooHeOexology, sports massage. 9/27

Travel

PIZZA 15 OUR SPECIALTY
Free Delivery

::-::::;:~~:--.

Hou§ing

COME SEf: i\ND hear what you've been missing.
ATTICUS roclts Bogart's Sunday, October 9. 9130
llf:LP US CEU:BRA TE 1st Anniversary Sale at the
Mixed Dng. SO'!'o off on all candies, carob and yogurt
product!, and all gift containers. Dig savings at 2210
Cemral SB, across from UNM.
9123
"FOOD/J-'UN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

1985, Job Advisor. Srnall fee.
9/23
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE SAI.J!;S, Fllll or
part-time. CP/M and microcomputer experience
required. Call the S oftwaire Centre at ~92-7a48. 9/23
J.-\NITORS, GUARDS, COUNTER help,
restaurant, office, construction jobs available today.
Keith 262-1972, Ali visor. Small fee,
9123
STUDENT JOBS, JOBS 1 jobsl All shifts available.
Call now255-1985, Job Advlsot, Small fee.
9/23
STUDENTS WANTED TO work catering eVellls on
and off campus. Nights, weekends and weekdays, All
work Is part.time. ApplY at Food Service office,
Student Union Bldg. Experience preferred.
9/26
Pi\RT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 ;ears old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5104 Lomas NE.
10/14

().r

Lcll.tJ

wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
to speak with anyone Interested in pursuing a legal education.
To arrange an ililerview or to attend a group session, contact
I he office listed below.
Date: Monday

Contact:

Octdber 3, 19S3

Career l'lanning

& Placement Office

I

ACROSS
1 Hurried
6 - Valley,
Cal.
10 Ego
14 Beguile
15 Kind of exam
16 Appeal
17 Owings
18 Holding back
20 On the ocean
21 Wrap around
22 Fasten
23 Declare
25 December:
2 words
27 Nova Scotian
30 Card
31 Tease
321ndent
34Subdues
38 Seth's dad
40 Hint: 2 words
42 Forage crop
43 Where Inns·
bruck is
45 Breadnut
41- Brunswick
48 Border
50 Maddens
52 Was furious
56 Utterer

57 Tchrs'. gp.
58 Respiration
60 Use an awl
63 Not profaned
65 Highwayman
Claude66 Writer
67 Volcano
68 Danish measures
69 Gaelic
70 Booted
71 Lard
DOWN
1 Ukraine legislature
2 Actor Leon

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

3 Coffee
sweetener:
2words ·
4 One's assets
5 - Moines
6Wind storm
7 Region
8 Pie
9 Hollyhock,
e.g.
10 Spring
11 Gentry
12 Soviet leader
of yore
13 Destined

SOLES
19 Respond
44 Prison
21 Seat .
46 Negative
24 - Arbor
49 alackbirds
26 Suckle
51 Galaxy
27 Nasty kid
52 Marsh bird
28 Title
53 Singer
29 Outward
54 Roof parts
33 Family home 55 The end
35 Tropical
59 - - time:
trees
Never
36 Sword
61 Bombast
37 Stitches
62 Other
39 Delay: Law
64 Native: Suff.
4-1 Girl's name 65 Smear

P ERE
ENOW
DE S

